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PREFACE
This is a cooperative study prepared by a group of
candidates for the Degree of Master of Education. The
members of the group and their topics are:
Barrow, Allen, R., Jr., Geography
Hand, Arthur, Sociology
Nelson, Harriett 0., Economics
McDonough, Patrick, Problems of Democracy
Ramacorti, George, Junior High School American History
Stewart, H. Malcolm, II, Civics
Tripp, Frank, Senior Hi^h School American History
Due acknowledgment and appreciation are herewith
extended to our worthy advisor, Assistant Professor
William H. Cartwright, Boston University, School of Educa-
tion, for his untiring efforts in guiding this group with
his advice and counsel. Also, our deep appreciation to the
principals and librarians of the public schools for opening
their doors and being so helpful in the consummation of our
work. The same appreciations are due the librarians and
their staffs in the various town libraries used for research
on our project.
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CHAPTER I
The Problem
The problem of this study is to discover the extent
to which the books listed as reference reading in secondary
school social studies textbooks are available in school and
public libraries.
An additional problem is to list the books pertaining
to the social studies field which are found in seven junior
high school libraries and fourteen senior high school
libraries but which are not usually suggested by textbooks.
It has already been established that there is no
agreement between textbook writers as to what boo&s should
be listed for collateral reading. It is obvious that a
list that is suitable and practical should be prepared.
Definition of Terms
It is necessary to define terms that are relevant
to a study of this nature so that a clear understanding
of what is meant does not leave a question in the mind of
the reader
.
TEXTBOOK ; This refers to the type of book which provides
the basic information and organization for a school
subject
.
1
rr
LIBRARY : This term includes the book collection
contained in the central library also the classroom
collections
.
SUPPLEMENTARY BOOK : This means any book other than the
textbook.
Collateral Reading
For a better understanding of the concepts of the
social studies, collateral reading is a requisite in order
to obtain the desired outcomes. To accomplish this, a
constant and ready access to books is necessary.
Great areas of desirable knowledge are beyond the
realm of experience. No matter how extensive and varied
one's experience may be he is unable to extend it into the
past or into all places. In order to secure experience
vicariously one must resort to reading.
Every national committee report in the social
studies has stressed the need of an ample supply of books.
The Committee of Seven, 1899, said;' "The library should
be the center and soul of all study in history and litera-
ture; no vital work can be carried on without books to
which pupils may have ready and constant access."^
American Historical Association, "The Study of
History in Schools", Report
,
by a Committee of Seven, 1899,
reprinted 1912, p. 97.
ot
I
t
The Committee of Five made similar comments in
1910. 1
Library
Mo one would deny that collateral reading is
necessary in social studies teaching, yet the typical
school library is inadequate to carry out a successful
social studies program.
The library markedly influences the success or
failure of the work in the social studies. The library
is, perhaps, the best single index of the quality of
instruction that is given in the social studies.
^
The necessity f or a wide selection of books for the
library is admitted, but altogether too frequently is not
carried out in practice. The worth and usefulness of a
library depends upon its use of books.
The desirability of an extensive and expensive
laboratory for teaching physics is widely recognized,
and is frequently provided. The need for numerous and
varied books for teaching the social studies in junior
and senior high schools is less widely recognized.
American Historical Association, "The Study of
History in Secondary Schools", Report
,
by a Committee of
Five, New York, 1911, p. 69.
2Edgar B. Wesley, Teaching the Social Studies .
Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, 1942, p. 334.
3
Ibid
,
p. 323.

Few schools have an adequate number of the right
types of books for teaching the social studies.
Schools spend much money on the finest equipment for
chemistry and physics laboratories, yet often provide
for the pupils little more than the perfunctory
acquaintance with books in all subjects. Books are
as important to the social studies laboratories as
test tubes and retorts are to the chemistry laboratory.
Basic materials required for understanding must come
from books. Several definite tex-tbooks, printed
source materials, as well as current newspapers and
periodicals carefully chosen may be regarded as
essential .1
Textbook reading alone is not enough for the
teaching of the social studies. A reading course in
conjunction with the textbook seems to be what is desired
by progressive educators.
Outside reading should be a vital factor in all
work of the social studies. Time and opportunity
must be given pupils to enlarge the scope of their
reading beyond the textbooks required in the class
work. A wider range of reading is necessary. 2
The importance of the library is firmly established,
but unfortunately the well stocked social studies library
has not always been realized.
Arthur C. Bining and David H. Bining, Teaching the
Social studies in the Secondary Schools . New York:
McOraw-Hill Book Company, 1941, p. 154.
8Ibid, p. 265.

The need of reference books was strongly emphasized
by the Madison Conference of 1892, "Recitations alone",
it was declared, "cannot possibly make up the proper
teaching of history. It is absolutely essential, from
the earliest to the last grades, that there should be
parallel reading of some kind." 1
"The main necessity", urged the Conference, "Is
the teachers should have it firmly in mind that it is as
impossible to teach history without reference books as
it is impossible to teach chemistry without a glass and
rubber tubing."
In the same vein of thinking Wesley says, "In spite
of the great need for books and in spite of the long series
of recommendations for the enlargement of the libraries,
the typical school library is inadequate. That many of the
National Education Association, "Report of the
Committee of Ten on Secondary School Subjects" - with the
reports of the Conferences, Washington, 1893, p. 192.
2Ibid., p. 193.
•
books which they do contain are old and comparatively
useless, and that the number is too small to suit the
needs of the pupils."^"
In a more powerful statement, Ernest Horn reiterates
both 7/esley's and Johnson's opinions. "To neglect the
factor of properly equipping a library is to invite dis-
aster. The most restricted list of educational objectives
in the social studies cannot be attained with the
impoverished equipment that exists in the majority of our
schools .
"
2
The opinions just cited are substantiated by
Lathrop and Brink who report:
A study of the educational facilities of twelve
Cape towns in Massachusetts states that the number of
library books was less than two hundred for each of
the ten high schools studied, except one, and that
the majority of the books were not suited to the
needs of the school. Not a single school had a
library room. Five of these ten high schools made
use of public libraries. 3 a high school of not more
than a hundred students would be expected to have at
^Edgar B. 7/esley, Teaching the Social Studies .
Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, 1942, p. 324,
p
^Ernest Horn, Methods of Instruction in the Socia l
Studies
.
Boston: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1937, p. 264,
3
E. A. Lathrop, "The Library in the Small High
School", The Library Journal
,
54, pp. 737-741,
September 15, 1929,

7least five hundred well selected books, two newspapers,
and from five to ten periodicals; one of a thousand or
more students to have at least five thousand or more
books and forty or more periodicals.
Some schools and towns are not in a financial
position to purchase the needed reading material. The
teachers, however, cannot escape blame as it is often due
to their indifference that books are not obtained. The
present writers agree with an earlier author who said,
I firmly believe that a complete library is an
absolute necessity for successful teaching in the
social studies. Teachers should make every effort
to have the school authorities build such collections.
The role of the library in the over all curriculum
is accepted without much dissent.
The school library is the center of curricula
activities for all students, all teachers, and all
the subjects in the school from the first grade through
the twelfth. The school library service aides indicate
active participation in the attainment of the educa-
tional aims of the school. To this end one of its
functions is to act as a distributing center for
W. C. Brink, Directing Study Activities in
Secondary Schools . New York: Doubleday , Doran and Company,
1937, p. 213.
Harold Gluck, "A Social Studies Library", Social
Education
, p. 98, February, 1938.

material. All curricula will include library resources.
Reading is not an isolated activity. It is a part of
the whole curricula program in all grades.
Probably most American teachers can do better
teaching with the help of textbooks than without them.
"A textbook serves three main purposes:
1. It provides a basic Organization of the course.
2. It provides a basic content of subject matter.
3. It provides a common tool for learning
.
ntJ
A number of teachers believe that more than one
textbook should be used. The supplementary text is
abandoned either because cf the teacher's lethargy or for
fear of replacing the traditional textbook.
The supplementary text does not in any way replace the
textbook. Each has its own particular contribution to
make. Together they provide for the child those ever
broadening experiences which are necessary for his
growth - the textbook whetting his appetite and pointing
B. ^Veise, "School Libraries as a Center of
Curricula Activities", Baltimore Bulletin of Education ,
p. 126, Deaember, 1947.
p
William H. Cartwright, "How to Use a Textbook",
#2 of How to Do It Series , National Council for the Social
Studies, 7/ashTngton, D. C, 1947, p. 1.
(4
his way; the supplementary book nourishing the
curiosity which has been aroused and gives further
stimulus to the child's interests. Moreover the
flexibility of the supplementary collection makes it
possible to provide reading materials appropriate to
the varying interests and degrees of ability of the
children.
The single text and the supplementary text each
have their place in any well-rounded social studies
program. Together they form a most effective method of
instruction for all types of pupils. "The problem of
outside reading is not a single problem, but many
problems, almost as many as there are pupils. The child
whose scholarship is instructive should not be handled like
2
a child who is adverse to books."
The textbook and supplementary book each has a
distinctive function to perform and that both are of
vital importance in education of children. These
distinct functions should be so dovetailed that there
will be a constant stimulation of child interest and
child growth.
S. !.:. Stouffer, "Textbooks in Relation to the
Library Program", Harvard Educational Review
, p. 201,
March, 1941.
p
G. F. Shepard, "Problems of Outside Reading",
Education
, p. 20, September, 1933.
3S. M. Stouffer, "Textbooks in Relation to the
Library program", Harvard Educational Review
, p. 211,
March, 1941.
rr
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"We recommend", said the Madison Conference, "that
a practice be established in the schools of using two,
three or four parallel textbooks at a time. By
preparing in different books, or by using more than
one book in a lesson, pupils will acquire the habit of
comparison and the no less important habit of doubting
whether any one book covers the ground. "-1-
Summary of 1947 - 1948 study at Boston University
During 1947 - 1948, a series of studies was
conducted at Boston University to discover the amount of
agreement on reference books as cited in a certain number
of textbooks. The work of these studies is presented here,
as the results were used to make a master list for the
availability study. The following review was taken in part
from an article by William H. Cartwright.^
National Education Association, "Report of the
Committee of Ten on secondary School Subjects" - with the
reports of the conferences, Washington, 1893, p. 189.
2William H. Cartwright, "Needed: A Basis for the
Reading program", The New England Social Studies Bulletin
,
December, 1948.
t
Kempton J. Coady compiled a list of all the
reading references found in five senior high school
American history textbooks, currently in use. He found
a total of 2,512 different titles in the five textbooks.
Of this number, only 270 were found in three or more of
the five textbooks. These 272 books form the senior high
school American history section of the master list used
in this study.
Charles F. O'Hare worked on eight textbooks in
junior high school American history and found 1,951
different titles. O'Hara's working list of 85 books was
made of those books common to three or more of the text-
books. The 85 books mentioned here form the junior high
school American history section of the master list,
Timothy P. Murphy, in geography, found a total of
1,225 titles in ten textbooks. Only 138, of the 1,225,
were found in two or more of the ten textbooks. The
above 138 books, thus, form the geography section of the
master list,
James- R. Donovan found 2,437 different titles in
eight high school economics textbooks. Of the 2,437,
only 143 were found in two or more of the eight textbooks.
As above, the 143 books form the economics section of the
master list.
II
c
Ralph C. Magnuson found 2,078 different titles in
five problems of democracy textbooks. Only 68, of these
books, were found in three or more of the textbooks
analyzed. The above 68 were incorporated into the
problems of democracy section of the master list.
Robert A. Gentry listed 2,697 different titles
found in nine civics textbooks. Of this number, only 179
were found in two or more of the nine textbooks. The
179 here mentioned form the civics section of the master
list.
Andres J. Korr.ichuck analyzed the reference
readings in three high school sociology and two high
school social problems textbooks. A total of 931 different
titles were obtained. Of these, only 112 were found in
two or more textbooks. Most of the 112 titles consisted
of specialized studies and parallel textbooks. The 112
books here form the sociology section of the master list.
•
Summary
In the preceding observations it has been noted
that the textbook is the principal tool used in the
teaching of the social studies in the junior and senior
high schools. Also, it is cited that the textbook is
not sufficient material for teaching well founded courses.
In conclusion it is noted that despite the many recommenda-
tions for well stocked libraries, the present situation
indicates that they have gone unheeded. This study is
designed to further discover that these proposals have
been ignored in the selection of books for school libraries.
r
CHAPTER II
OUTLINE OF PROCEDURE
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CHAPTER II
OUTLINE OF PROCEDURE
From the working list of the seven theses summarized
at the close of the previous chapter a master list of nine
hundred and ninety-five reference books was compiled. (see
appendix.) The intent of this group is to ascertain just
how many of these references are available in a certain
number of public school and town libraries. It was decided
to analyze fourteen high school libraries, fourteen town
libraries and seven junior high school libraries all chosen
at random. The process proposed was to check the master
list of nine hundred and ninety-five books in each one of
the thirty-five libraries.
It was further decided to make another list independ-
ent of the master list that would encompass all the social
studies books (non fiction) found in the high school and
junior high school libraries which did not appear on the
master list.
In this survey four cities and ten towns were
investigated
.
The cities investigated ranged in population from
19,210 to 102,177, the average being 61,768 people. The
1A
»«» .m.sox o: ois.ei 4
school population had a range of from 6,742 to 32,842, the
average being 21,837 students.
The towns investigated ranged in population from
3,111 to 40,013, the average being 16,778 people. The
school population ranged from 3,802 to 12,202, the average
being 7,611 students. 1
Statistics pertaining to school population on the
smallest town were unavailable.
New England Statistical Abstract 1940.
c
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JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL AMERICAN HISTORY

The Junior High School American History section of the
Working List (see appendix) used in this survey lists
eighty-five reference books. ^
Sixteen of these books were not found in any of the
seven Junior High School libraries surveyed. Seventeen of
these books were found in only one of the seven Junior High
School libraries. Fifty-two were found in two or more of the
Junior High School libraries. No one book was found in all
Junior High School libraries.
The following list includes those books found in two
or more of the seven Junior High School libraries. Those
books preceded by a star were found in four or more of the
seven libraries.
Adams, J. D., Stonewall
Aspling, K., Semper Fidel is
Bachman, F. P., Great Inventors and Their Inventions
Beard, A. I. S-, Our Foreign Born Citizens
*Bishop, J. B., T^ Roosevelt Letters to His Children
^Building America Series
Chernley, M. V.
,
Boy 1 s Life of the Wright Brothers
Coatsworth, E. , The Golden Horseshoe
Supra . Chapter I, p. 10.
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Cody, W. F., Adventures of Buffalo Bill
Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia
Custer, E«, Boots and Saddl es
Davis, J., No Other White Man
Dix, B- M., Soldier Rlgdale
Dyer, A., Sons of Liberty
*Earle, A. M. , Child Life in Colonial Days
Field, R. L., Calice Bush
Floherty, J. J., On the Air
Garland, H., Boy's Life on the Prairie
Grey, K., Rolling Wheels
•Hagedorn, H.
,
Boy 1 s Life of T. Roosevelt
Hart, A. B., Source Book of American History
Hart, A. B. and Stevens, E., Romance of the Civil War
Hewes, A. D., Glory of the Seas
Holland, R. S., Historic Inventions
Hylander, C. J., American Inventors
James, M. and Marquis, P., The Courageous Heart
Johnston, M. , To Have and to Hold
Lamprey, L., Days of the Discoveries
Lansing, M., Liberators and Heroes of South America
^Lindbergh, C. , We
Lisitsky, C, Thomas Jefferson
( 1 X
t » <
t « 1
< • <
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*Meadowcrof t, W. R., Boy's Life of Edison
Nicholay, H.
,
Boy 1 s Life of Thomas Jefferson
Nicholay, R., Boy ' s Life of Abraham Lincoln
Nicholay, H., Boy ' s Life of A. Hamilton
-"pageant of America Series
Reck, F. If* j Romance of Amer icqn Transportation
:Riis, J., Making of an Amer lean
Rourke, E • , Davy Crockett
Sandburg, C, Abe Lincoln Grows Up
Seeger, E
. ,
pageant of Chinese History
Shaw, A. H«, Story of a Pioneer
Singmaster, E., Swords of Steel
Stackpole, E. A., Smuggler ' s Luck
Swift, H. H., Railroad to Freedom
Tappan, E. M.
,
Story of Our Constitution
-^-Washington, B. T., Up_ From Slavery
-'White, S. E., Daniel Boone , Y/ilderness Scout
EWorld Almanac
4
The graph (on the following page) shows the
distribution of Junior High School Americqn History books
in the fourteen school libraries surveyed.

)DISTRIBUTION OF JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
AMERICAN HISTORY BOOKS
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The same master list was used in surveying fourteen
town libraries. The following data was procured:
Unlike the other sections in this survey, all of the
eighty-five books listed were found in one or another of the
town libraries surveyed.
Two were found in only one library. Eighty-three
were found in two or more of the town libraries. One of
these books, The World Almanac , was found in all fourteen
libraries.
The following list includes those books found in two
or more of the fourteen libraries. Those books preceded by
a star were found in seven or more of the fourteen
libraries
.
Adams, J. D., Stonewall
-Altsheler, J. A., The Texas Scouts
Aspling, K., Semper Fidelis
Bachman, F. P., Great Inventors and Their Inventions
*-Beard, A. E. S., Our Foreign Born Citizens
Bennet, T. J., Barnaby Lee
-.-Bishop, J. B., T^ Roosevelt ' s Letters to His Children
Building America Series
Chernley, M. V., Boy's Life of the Wright Brothers
<
Coatsworth, E., The Golden Hor shoe
Coatsworth, E. , The Sword of Wilderness
frCody, W. P. i Adventures of Buffalo Bill
i>'-Compton, Pictured Encyclopedia
-z-custer, E«, Boots and Saddles
*Daugherty, J., Daniel Boone
Davis, J., No Other White Man
Davis, R. J., Boy 1 s Lif e of Grover Cleveland
Dix, B. M., Blithe Mc Bride
*Dix, B. M., Soldier Rigdale
*Driggs, H. R., Pony Express goes Through
Dyer, W. A., Sons of Liberty
Earle, A. M., Child Life In Colonial Days
Earle, A. M., Home Life In Colonial Days
Faris, J. T., Where Our History Was Made
#Field, R. L«, Calice Bush
Finger, C. J., Courageous Companion
Floherty, J. J., On the Air
Garland, H., Boy ' s Life on the Prairie
Gray, E. J., Meggy Macintosh
Gray, E. J. , Perm
Grey, K
. ,
Rolling Wheels
Hagedorn, H., Boy ' s Life of T^ Roosevelt

Hall, C. G
. ,
Through By Rail
Hart, A. B., Camps and Firesides of the Revolution
Hart, A. B«i Source Book of Amer lean History
Hart, A. B. and Stevens, £
.
, Romance of the Civil War
Hartman, G., Machines and Men Who Made the World of Industry
*Hewes, A. D., Glory of the Seas
Hill, F. T»i On the Trail of Grant and Lee
Holland, R. S., Historic Inventions
Hylander , C. J., American Inventors
James, M. and Marquis, P., The Courageous Heart
Johnston, M. , To Have and to Hold
Kenton, E.» With Hearts Courageous
Knox, R. B., Gray Caps
Lamprey, L.» Days of the Discoveries
#Langdon, W. C, Everyday Things in American Lif
e
Lansing, J.!., Liberators and Heroes of South America
^Lindbergh, C, We
Lisitsky, C., Thomas Jefferson
*Meadowcrof t , W. H., Boy's Life of Edison
Meeker, E. and Driggs, H. R., Ox Team Days on the Oregon
Trail
#Meigs, C. L., As_ the Crow Flies
< • <
Mo s e s , B . , Franklin Delano Roosevelt
Moses, B., Gray Knight
Nicholay, H., Andrew Jackson , The Fighting President
Nicholay, H., Boy 1 s Life of Thomas Jefferson
Nicholay, H., Boy 1 s Life of Washington
Nicholay, H., Boy j s Ljf
e
of S. Grant
Nicholay, H., Boy ' s Ljf e of Abraham Lincoln
Nicholay, H., Boy 1 s Life of A. Hamilton
*page, T. N., Two Li ttle Conf ederates
•*Pageant of America Series
Peck, A. H*i Pageant of South American History
Potter, E
.
, Chr istopher Columbus
Reck, F. U* , Romance of Amer ican Transportation
*Riis, J., Making of an American
Rourke, E • , Davy Crockett
Roxford, L'. and Carson, F., Constitution of Our Country
---Sandburg, C., Abe Lincoln Grows Up
Seeger, E. , Pageant of Chinese History
Shaw, A. H., Story of a Pioneer
Singmarter, E. , Swords of Steel
Skinner, C. D., Sjlent Scot
Skinner, C. L», Becky Landers , Frontier Warrior
Stackpole, E. A., Smuggler 1 s Luck
*Swift, H. H., Railroad to Freedom
c
Tappan, E. If* a Story of Our Constitution
Van Meter, T. W., Trains
,
Track
,
and Travel
Wade, M. H. , Master Builders
^-Washington, B . T., U£ From Slavery
---White, S. E., Daniel Boone, 7/ilderness Scout
-World Almanac
r
The graph (on the following page) shows the
distribution of Junior High School American History books
in the fourteen town libraries surveyed.
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After checking the working list in the seven Junior
High School libraries and fourteen town libraries, an
additional list of Junior High School American History
reference books was compiled. This list is composed of
reference books that the various school libraries contained
that were not on the working list. No one book was found in
more than two libraries. The star («•) indicates those books
which were found in two libraries.
Abbot, W., The Naval History of the U. S.
Abbot, W. , The Story of Our Army
Adams, James T.
,
Epic of America
Adams, James T., Atlas of American History
Adams, James T., Record of America
Adams, James T., Album of American History
#Adams, James T., March of Democracy
Andrews, C. H.
,
Pilgrims and Puritans
Andrew, Claries McL
.
, Colonial Period
Bakeless, Katherine L., Glory Hallelujah
Barck, Oscar T. and Blake, Nelsnn M. , Since 1900
Barker, Eugene C, Our Nation 1 s Development
Barker, Eugene C, and Commager, Henry S., Our Nation
Barker, E.C., Commager, H. S. and Webb, W.P., The
Building of Our Nation
Barker, E. C, Webb, W. P. and Dodd, W., Growth of a
Nation

Bassett, John 5., Makers of a New Nation
Bassett, John S., Short History of U. S.
Beard, Charles A. and Eeard, Mary R
.
, America in Midpassage
Beard, Charles A. and Eeard, Mary R., Making of Amer ican
Civil izat ion
Beard, Charles A. and Beard, Mary R., Short His tory of U. S.
Beoker, Carl L., Beginnings of American People
Beoker, Carl L
. ,
Struggle f or Independence
Beston, Henry, American Memory
Bloom, Sol, The Story of the Constitution
Bourne, H. and Benton, E.
,
Introductory Amer ican History
Bradford, Gameliel, Confederate Portraits
Bradford, Gameliel, History of Plymouth PI antation
Bradford, Gameliel, Union Portraits
Brooks, Eldridge, S. , Stories of the Old Bay State
Brown, Stuart G. , We Hold These Truths
Brown, Waldo, Real Legends of N. E.
Bruce, H. Addington, Women in the Making of America
Burgess, J. 77,, Reconstruction and the Donst itution
Burnham, Smith, Making of Our Country
Caldwell, Robert C., Short History of American People
Caldwell, Robert c, Source History of the United States
Canfield, Leon H. et al , U. S. in the Making

Carman, Harry J. et al, Histor ic Currents in Changing
Amer ica
Casner, Mabel B« and Gabriel, Ralph H.
,
Exploring Amer i can History
Casner, Mabel B • and Gabriel, Ralph H.,
Rise of American Democracy
Channing, Edward, Guide to Study and Reading of Amer ican
History
Charnwood, Lord, Abraham Lincoln
Cheyney, Edward P., European Background of American
History
Clark, Donald E
.
, The West in American History
Coad, Oral S. and Mims, Edwin, American Stage
Collins, Alan C., Story of Amer ica in Pictures
Commager, Henry Steele and Nevins, Allan, The Heritage of
America
Coraar
,
Katherine, Economic Beginnings of the Far T,7est
Comar, Katherine, Industrial History of the United States
Crawford, If. D., Social Life in Old New England
Davis, K. G., Soldier of Democracy
Dewey, Davis R., National problems
Dictionary of American History
Dumond, Dwight L. , History of United States
Dunning, William A., Reconstruction, Political and Economic

Dyer, Walter Alden, Early American Craftsmen
-Elson, Henry W.
,
History of U. S. A.
#Elson, Henry 7/., Sidelights in American History
Elson, Henry W., The Civil War Through the Camera
Emerson, Edwin, Adventures of Theodore Roosevelt
Evans, Lawton B.» Amer i ca First
Evans, Lawton B., With gjtt i p and Spur
Evans, Lawton B., With Wind and Tide
Farris, John T. , Real Stories from Our History
Faulkner, Harold, American Political and Social History
Faulkner, Harold, Amer i can Way of Life
F&ulkner, Harold, Quest for social Justice
Faulkner, H. and Kepner, T., Amer ica : Its History and People
Fish, Carl R.
,
Developmen t of Amer i can Nationality
Fish, Carl R
. ,
History of America
Fish, Carl R., Path of Empire
Fish, Carl R., Rise of the Common Man
Fish, Carl R. and Wilson, Howard E.
,
History of United States
Fisher, G. , Colonial Era
Fiske, J., Discovery of America
Flyn, John T., Epic of Freedom
Ford, Henry J., Cleveland Era
Forman, Samuel E., Advance to American History

Forman, Samuel £. , Our Republic
Forman, Samuel E. , The Amer ican Democracy
Freeland, J. and Adams, T., Amer ica ' s Progress in Civilization
^Gabriel, Ralph H., Lure of the Frontier
•--Gabriel, Ralph H., Toilers of Land and Sea
Garst, Shannon, Kit Carson - Trail Blazer and Scout
Garst, shannon, Sitting Bull - Champion of His People
Gramling, Oliver, Assoc iated Press , A Story of News
Grant, Madison, Conquest of a Continent
Greene, E.i Foundations of Amer ican National ity
Greene, Evarts B., Provincial America
Gretta, P. and Berger, J. , Gl impses of Amer ican History
Griffin, Robert A. and Shaw, Ronald M. , School of the
Citizen Soldier
Griff is, Wm. Elliot (ed.)i History of the Pilgrims and
Pur i tans
Guitteau, William E. , Our U. S.
Hackey, Louis IS, U. S., A Graphic History
Halleck, Reuben P., History of Our Country
Halsey, Francis Whiting, Great Epochs of American History
Hamlin, Talbot F. , Am er ican Spiri t in Architecture
Hamn, William A. and Dombrow, Oscar, Current Problems in
American History

-#*
Hamn, William A., Unit History of IK
Hart, Albert B
.
, New American History
Hart, Albert B., Slavery and Abolition
Hart, Albert B., How Our Grandfathers Lived
Hart, Albert B., In Our Time9
Hart, Albert B., Romance of the Civil War
Hart, Albert B., We and Our History
Hartman, Gertrude, Mak i ng of a Democracy
Hartman, Gertrude, These Uni ted States and How They Came
to Be
Haskell, F. A., Battle of Gettysburg
Hathaway, E. V., Romance of the Amer ican Map
Haworth, Paul L
. ,
George Washington
,
Country Gentleman
Haworth, Paul L.> Trailmakers of the Northwest
Haworth, Paul L. , Reconstruction and Union
Haworth, Paul L.> U^ in Our Times
Hayward, Walter S. and Hamilton, Dorothy A., American
People
Hardman, Mary L.
,
Story of the United States
Hick, John D., American Nation
Hick, John D., Federal Union
Hoffman, E. and Gratta, L. , News of the Nation
Hosmer, James K., Appeal to Arms
Hulbert, Archer B.
,
Forty Niners
(
Hulbert, Archer B. t Paths of Inland Commerce
Huntington, Elsworth, Redmen 's Continent
Huntington, Elsworth, New Continent
Jordan, Philip D., National Road
Kelty, M. C, The Story of the American People
Kent, L. A., Village Greens of New England
*Kraut, John A., Annals of Amer ican Sport
Kraut, John A., Completion of Amer ican Independence
Lee, Robert E., Recollections and Letters of General
Robert E» Lee
Lippincott, Isaac, Economic and Social History of U. S.
Lippincott, Isaac, Economic Development of U. S.
Lodge, Henry C. and Roosevelt, Theodore, Hero Tales f rom
Amer i can History
Long, A., America , A History of Our Country
Love, Clara M
.
,
Dramatic Scenes f rom American History
L'acDonald, William, Do cumentary Source Book of Amer i can
History
MacDonald, William, Jacksonian Democracy
MacDonald, William, Select Documents Illustrativ e of
History of U. S.
McGuire, L., America , Then and Now
McGuire, L. , A Full-Grown Nation
<
McLaughlin, Andrew C. and VanTyne, Claude H., A History of
the United States
Miller, Olive, A Pi cturesque Tale of Progress
Miller, Francis T., History of World War II
Millis, Walter, Martial Spirit
Monaghan, Frank, Heritage of Freedom
Muzzey, D. S., American History
Nicholas, R.
,
Bagley, E. and Beard, C, Ameri ca -Yesterday
and Today
Nolan, J. C. , The Little Giant
Paine, Ralph D., Fight for a Free Sea
Parkman, Francis, Montcalm and Wolf
Parkman, Francis, Half Century of Conflict
Parkman, Francis, LaSalle and the Discovery of the Great
West
Parkman, Francis, Pioneers of France and the New World
Parsons, Geoffrey, The Land of Fair Play
Paxson, Fred T. , Recent History of the U . S
»
Panngee, Henry F., Theodore Roosevelt
Rogers, Francis and Beard, Alice, Paul Revere , Patr iot on
Horseback
Rugg* Harold, An Introduct ion to American Civilization
Rugg, Harold, An Introduction to Problems of Amer ican
Culture
t
-1
Sawyer, Joseph D., George V/ashington
Sinclair, W. , The Af termath of Slavery
Skinner, Constance L., Adventurers of Oregon
Skinner, Constance L
.
, Pioneers of the Old Southwest
Southworth, G. and Kramer, S., Great Ci ti es of the U. S.
Southworth, G. and Southworth, J., American His tory
Sparks, Edwin £
. ,
Expansion of the American People
Sparks, Edwin E. , National Development
Sullivan, Hark, Our Times
Tryon, Rolla r.% , American people and Nation
Washburn, Kable, George Washington, Book f or American
Children
Wertenbaker, E., United States of America
West, Willis M. , American History and Government
West, Willis M. , American People
White, Stewart Edward, Daniel Boone
-«-White, S. E., Forty Niners
Wilson, H. and Lamb, W. , American History
'Virth, Thompson, A History of American Progress
Witth, Fremont P., Development of America
Wissler, Clerk, Adventurers in the Wilderness
Wood, William F., The Way Our People Lived
Wood, William and Gabriel, Ralph H., In Defense of Liberty
Woodburn, J.
,
Moran, T. and Hill, C, Our United States
Woodburn, J. and Moran, T. , The Makers of America
( «
SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL AMERICAN HISTORY
I(
t
The American History section of the working list
(see appendix) used in this survey lists two hundred and
thirty-two reference books. 1 Thirty-two of these books were
not found in any of the fourteen high school libraries sur-
veyed. Thirty-one were found in only one of the fourteen
high school libraries. No one book was found in all fourteen
high school libraries. One hundred and sixty-nine were found
in two or more of the high school libraries. The following
is a list of books found in two or more of the fourteen
librar ies
.
In the following list the books preceded by a star
were found in seven or more of the libraries.
Adams, J. T., The Founding of New England
Adams, J. T., Our Business Civilization
Adams, R. G. , The History of the Foreign Policy of the
United States
Adams, T. S. and Sumner, H. L
.
, Labor Problems
Addams, Jane, Twenty Years at Hull House
Allen, F. L • , Only Yesterday
Atherton, G. F., The Conqueror
Eacheller, I., A Man for the Ages
Supra
.
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((
Baker, H. S., Woodrow Wilson
, Life and Letters
Beard, C. A., Our Foreign Born Citizens
-:.-Beard, C. A. and Beard, M. A., The Rise of American
Civil izat ion
Beck, J. The Constitution of the Unl ted States
Bishop, J. B., Theodore Roosevelt and His Times
Bogart, E . L., Economic History of the United States
^Bowers, C. G., Jef f erson and Hamilton
Bowers, C. G., The Tragic Era
Bruce, H. A., Daniel Boone and the Wilderness Road
Bryce, J. , The Amer ican Commonwealth
K-Charnwood, G. R. B., Abraham Lincoln
Chase, S., lffen and Machines
Chase, S., A New Deal
Coolidge, A. C, United States as a World Power
Darrow, F. L., Masters of Science and Invention
Dewey, D., Financial History
Dodd, W. E
.
, Ex pans ion and Conflict
Dodd, W. E. , Statesmen of the Old South
Earle, A. 1!., Child Life in Colonial Days
*Earle, A. If. , Home Life in Colonial Days
Earle, A. M., Stage Coach and Tavern Days
*Faulkner, H. R., American Economic History
-*Fiske, J., American Revolution
I1
*Fiske, J. , Old Virginia and Her Neighbors
Fite, £. D.> Social and Indus trial Conditions in the North
During the Civil War
Forman, S. E., Rise of American Commerce and Industry
Ford, H. J., Alexander Hamilton
J
--Franklin, B«, Autobiography
Gay, S. H., James Madison
Hart, A. B., Format ion of the Union
Hart, A. B., The Monroe Doctrine
Hayes, C. H. H., A Brief History of the Great 7/ar
Hough, E. i Fifty- four Forty or Fight
Irving, T7., Kni ckerbocker 1 s History of New York
James, M
.
, The Raven
, A Biography of Sam Huston
Johnston, M. , The Long Roll
Kaempffert, W., A Popular History of American Invention
Latane, J. H. and Wainhouse, D. W., A History of American
Foreign Policy
Laut, A. C, Pathfinders of the West
Leeming, J., Peeks of Invention
Lippman, W. and Scrooge, W. 0., The United States in Foreign
Affairs
Lodge, H. C», Alexander Hamilton
Lodge, H. C, Daniel 7/ebster
MacDonald, w., The Menace of Recovery
(
tMcFee, W. , How Our Government is Run
Magruder, F. A., National Government and International
Relations
Morgan, George, The Life of James Monroe
Morgan, J., Our Presidents
Morse, J. T., John Adams
Morse, J. T., Life of Franklin
#Paine, A. 5 • , A Boy 1 s Life of Mark Twain
Parkman, M. R., Conquests of Invention
Paxson, F. L., The Last American , Frontier
Rhodes, J. F.i History of the Citil War
Riegel, R. E. , America Moves West
#Hiis, J., How the Other Half Lives
*Riis, J., The Making of an American
Roosevelt, T., Autobiography
Roosevelt, T., The '.'/inning of the West
Schlesinger, A. K« , New Viewpoints in American History
Scudder, H. E.
,
George Washington
Sears, L. M., History of American Foreign Relations
Sparks, E. E., The Expansion of the American People
Stanwood, E., History of the Presidency
^Sullivan, M., Our Times
Thayer, W. R. , The Life and Letters of John Hay
Turner, F. J., The Frontier in American History
Tyler, R. c., Patrick Henry

Van Hise, C. R., The Conservation of Natural Resources in
the IK
Van Tyne, C. H., The Causes of the War of Independence
Wallace, H« A», Amer ica Must Choose
White, W. A., Calvin Coolidge : Puritan in Babylon
Woodburn, J. A., American Republic
SERIES AND SETS
Adams, H«, History of the United States
Adams, J., Famil iar Letters
Adams, J. T., The Provinc ial Soc iety
Andrews, C. K«, Colonial Folkways
Andrews, C. The Fathers of New England
Babcock, C, Rise of American Nationality
Bassett, J. s., Federal ist System
Becker, C. L., The Eve of the Revolution
Bogart, E. L. and Thompson, C. M.
,
Reading in the Economic
History of the United States
Bolton, H. E., The Spanish Border Lands
Bourne, E. G.
,
Spain in America
Buck, S. J., Agrarian Crusade
Burgess, J. 77., The Middle Period
Chadwick, F. E., Causes of the Civil War
Charming, E. , Jef f er sonian System
<c
»
I
t
Charming, E
. ,
History of the United States
Corwin, E . S., John Marshall and the Constitution
Dodd, E., The Cotton Kingdom
*Elson, H. W., History of the United States of America
Farrand, LI. , Basis of Amer ican History
*Farrand, M«, The Fathers of the Constitution
Fish, C. R., American Diplomacy
Fish, C. R., The Rise of the Common Man
Fisher, S. G., The Quaker Colonies
Ford, G. H., Washington and His Colleagues
Garrison, G. P., Westward Expansion
Goodwin, M. W. , Dutch and English on the Hudson
Green, E. B., Provincial America
«Har t , A . B . , American History as Told by Contemporaries
Hendrick, B. J., Life and Letters of Walter page
Hosmer, J. K
.
, The Outcome of the Civil War
Hough, E. , The Passing of the Frontier
Howard, G. E
.
, The Preliminaries of the Revolution
Howland, H. T., Roosevelt and His Tipes
*Hulbert, A. D., The Paths of Inland Commerce
Johnson, A., Jefferson and His Colleagues
^Johnson, A., editor, The Chronicles of America Series
Johnston, M., Pioneers of the Old South
Latane, J. H., America as a World Power
t * 1
t »
I
*MacDonald, 71'., Documentary Source Book
MacDoaald, 7/., Select Documents
Macy, J., The Anti -Slavery Crusade
McLaughlin, A..C, Confederation and Constitution
rcMasters, J. B., History of the people of the United
States
Moody, J., The Railroad Bui lder
s
*Muzzey, D. S., Readings in American History
Nevins, A., The Emergence of Modern Amer ica
Nicolay, H. , Our Nation in the Building
Ogg, F. A., National Progress
Ogg, F. A., The Old Northwest
Ogg, F. A., The Reign of Andrew Jackson
Orth, S. P., The Boss and the Machine
Orth, S. P., Our Foreigners
Paine, R. D. , The Fight for a Free Sea
Paine, R. D., The Old Merchant Marine
perry, B., The American Spirit in Literature
Rhodes, J. F.
,
History of the United States
Richardson, J. D«, Messages and papers of President
Washington
Schlesinger, A. M. and Fox, D. R., editors, A History of
American Life
Schlesinger, A. M., The Rise of the City
t
Seymour, C, Woodrow Wilson and the World War
Shepherd, W . R., The Hispanic Nations of the New World
Skinner, C L. , Adventures of Oregon
Skinner, C. L», Pioneers of the Old Southwest
Slosson, E • F., American Spirit in Education
Sparks, E. E., National Development
Stephenson, N. W. , Abraham Lincoln and the Union
Stephenson, N. W., The Day of the Confederacy
Stephenson, N . V/., Texas and the Mexican War
^Thompson, H., Age of Invention
Thwaites, R. G. , France and America
Turner, F. G., The Rise of the New West
Tyler, L • G., England and America
Van Tyne , G . H
.
, The American Revolution
West, W. A Source Book in American History to 1787
Wilson, W., History of the Amer ican People
Wood, W. C. H. , Elizabethan Sea Dogs
#Wr ong , G . M
. ,
Washington and His Comrades in Arms

The graph (on the following page) shows the
distribution of Senior High School American History books
in the fourteen school libraries surveyed.
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The American History section of the working list
(see appendix) used in this survey lists two hundred and
1
thirty- two reference books. Three of the books were not
found in any of the town libraries surveyed. No one book was
found in all fourteen town libraries. Eleven were found in
only one of the fourteen town libraries. Two hundred and
eighteen were found in two or more of the fourteen libraries.
The following is the list of books found in two or more of
the fourteen libraries.
In the following list, the books preceded by a star
were found in seven or more of the libraries.
-*Adams , A
. , The Log of a Cowboy
*Adams, J. T. , The Founding of New England
*Adams, J. T., Our Business Civilization
Adams, R. G.
,
History of the Foreign Policy of the U. S.
Addams, Jane, Twenty Years at Hull House
*Allen, F. L., Only Yesterday
#Atherton, G. F., The Conqueror
-"Bacheller, I., A Man for the Ages
Baker, R. S.i Woodrow Wilson , Life and Letters
Baker, R. S., Woodrow Wilson and the World Settlement
Beard, C. A., An Economic Interpretation of the
Constitution
-x-Beard, A. E. S., Our Foreign Born Citizens
Supra
,
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Peard, C. A., Economic Origins of Jef f ersonian Democracy
*Beard, C. A. and Beard, M. A., The Rise of American
Civilization
Beard, XI. A., A Short History of the American Labor
Movement
-»Beck, J. M. , The Constitution of the Unite d States
Beveridge, A. J., The Life of John Marshall
-^Bishop, J. B.i Theodore Roosevelt and His Tiffes
»-Bogart, £ • L.f Economic History of the United States
•^Bowers, C G., Jefferson and Hamilton
Bovrers, C. G., Jefferson in Power
Bowers, C. G., The party Battles of the Jackson Period
-Bowers, C. G., The Tragic Era
Brooks, G., Dames and Daughters of the Young Republic
Bruce, H. A., Daniel Boone and the Wilderness Road
*-Bryce, J., The American Commonweal th
Carlton, F. T., History and Problems of Organized Labor
Chapman, J. J., William Lloyd Garrison
#Charnwood, G. R. B», Abraham Linco In
"Chase, S., Men and Machines
*Chase, S., A New Deal
Coffin, C. L., Old Times in the Colonies
Coolidge, A. C«, The United States as a 7/orld Power
Darrow, F. L., Masters of Science and Invention
Dewey, D., Financial History
r
t 40
Dodd, W. E«, Expansion and Conflict
Dodd, W. E., Jefferson Davis
Dodd, W. E.f Statesmen of the Old South
Earle, A. M., Child Life in Colonial Days
*Earle, A. M
.
, Home Life in Colonial Days
-Earle, A. II Stage Coach and Cabin Days
Ely, R.T., The Labor Movement in America
Faulkner , H. R
.
, American Revolution
Fay, B., Roosevelt and His Amer ica
Fiske, J., Am er ican Revolution
Fiske, J. , Old Virginia and Her Neighbors
Fite, E. D., Social and Industrial Conditions in the North
During the Civil War
Forman, S. E«, Rise of American Commerce and Industry
Ford, H. J., Alexander Hamilton
Foster, J.W., A Century of American Diplomacy
Franklin, B«, Autobiography
Gay, S.H., James Madison
Gerard, J. W., My_ Four Years in Germany
Greenan, J. T,, Readings in American Citizenship
Gompers, S., Seventy Years of Life and Labor
Hart, A. B., Formation of the Union
Hart, A- B., The Monroe Doctrine
Hayes, C. H. H., A Brief History of the Great War
Hosmer, J. K., The History of the Louisiana Purchase
r<
<
#Hough, E.
,
Fifty-four Forty or Fight
Hunt, G« , Life in America One Hundred Years Ago
*lrving, W., Knickerbocker 1 s History of New York
tfjames, M
.
, The Raven , A Biography of Sam Huston
Jernegan, M. W., The Amer ican Colonies
Johnson* E. R., American Railway Transportation
•^Johnston, M. , The Long Roll
•J-TCaempf f ert
,
W., A Popular History of American Invention
Kohlsaat, H. H. , From McKinley to Harding
K-Latane, J. H., and Wainhouse, D. 'V., A History of
American Foreign Pol icy
*Laut, A. C, pathf inders of the West
Lawrence, D«, Beyond the New Deal
Leeming, J. , Peaks of Invention
*Lippman, W. and Scrooghe, W. 0., The IK ^ in World Affairs
sLodge, H. C«f The Senate and the League of Nations
#Lodge, H. C, Alexander Hamilton
Lodge, H. C, Baniel Webster
Lodge, H. C, Life and Letters of George Cabot
MacDonald, W. , The Menace of Recovery
McFee, W. , How Our Government is Run
-Magruder, F. A., National Governments and International
Relations
-"-Magruder, A. B., John Marshall
Mai in, J. C., The United States After the World War
r <
r 4
Mer z , C . , The Great American Band Wagon
-::Millis, W., The Martial Spirit
Milton, G. F
.
, The Eve of Conflict
Minnigerode, M.» Some American Ladies
Morgan, G
.
, The Life of James Llonroe
Morgan, G. , (Pur presidents
-x-Morse, J. T., John Adams
Morse, J. T», Life of Frankl in
Muzzey, D. S., Thomas Jefferson
Nevins, A., Fremont , the West 1 s Greatest Adventurer
Nevins, A., Grover Cleveland : A Study in Courage
page, R. , Dramatic Moments in American Diplomacy
-"pa ine , A . B
.
, A Boy 1 s Life of Mark Twain
Parknan, M» R., Conquests of Invention
-xparkman, M. R., Conspiracy of Pontiac
---parkman, F., The Oregon Trail
Paxson, F. L», The Last American Frontier
Peck, H. T., Twenty Years of the Republ ic
Pratt, J. W., The Expansionists of 1812
^-Rhodes, J. F., History of the Civil War
Riegel, R. E • , America Moves West
#Riis, J., How the Other Half Lives
#Riis, J., The Making of an American
K-Roosevelt
,
T., Autobiography
^Roosevelt, T., The Winning of the West
Boston Univ— ^'
School of Education
^ Library
r
Root, J. C, Nathan Hale
"Schlesinger , A.
.
, New Viewpoints in American History
#Schurz, C, Henry Clay
Schuyler, R. L., The Constitution of the United States
Scudder, H. E
. ,
George Washington
Sparks, E. E., The Expansion of the Amer ican People
Sparks, E. E., Men Who Made the Nation
Stanwood, E«, History of the Presidency
s-Sullivan, M • , Our Times
Thayer, '.'/. R., The Life and Letters of John Hay
Thomas, D. Y. , One Hundred Years of the Monroe Doctrine
Tumulty , J. P., woodrow Wilson as I Know Him
-^Turner, F. J., The Frontier in American History
Tyler, M. C, Literary of the American Revolution
Tyler, R. C, Patrick Henry
M-Van Hise, C. R., The Conservation of Natural Resourses i
the J. S^
Van Tyne , C . H
.
, The Causes of the War for Independence
Villard, 0. G., John Brown , a Biography Years Af ter
"'Vallace, H. A., America Must Choose
Wandell, S. and Minn iger ode, M. , Aaron Burr
*White, W. A., Calvin Coolidge : Puritan in Babylon
Wildman, E • , Famous Leaders of Industry
Wilson, W.
,
George Washington
Woodburn, J. A., American Republic
c
SERIES AND SETS
"Adams, H., History of the United States
Adams, J., Famil iar Letters
fcAdams , J. T., The provincial Soc iety
^Andrews, C. !.?., Colonial Folkways
^Andrews, C. If. , The Fathers of New England
Arnold, J. R
.
, Problems of Ameri can Life
Babcock, C., Rise of Amer ican Nationality
Bassett, J. s., Federal ist System
-a-Becker, C. L., The Eve of the Revolution
Bogart, E. L. and Thompson, C. M., Reading in the Economic
History of the United States
-*Bolton, H» E», The Spanish Border Lands
Bourne, E. G.
,
Spain in America
-:;Euck, S. J., Agrarian Crusade
Burgess, J. W., The Middle Period
Carman, H. J. and Mc Kee, S., A History of the United
States
Chadwick, F. E», Causes of the Civil War
vcChanning, E., Jef f ersonian System
*Channing, E
. ,
History of the United States
*Corwin, E. S., John Marshall and the Constitution
-"Sodd, W. E
• , The Cotton Kingdom
*Elson, H. W., History of the United States of America
t • «
Farrand, !.:. , Bas is of American History
*Farrand, LI., The Fathers of the Const itut ion
Fish, C. R., American Diplomacy
Fish, C.R., The Rise of the Common Man
^Fisher, S. G., The Quaker Colonies
*Ford, G. J., Washington and His Colleagues
Garrison, G. P., Westward Expans ion
•fcGoodwin, M. W., Dutch and English on the Hudson
Green, E. B., Provincial America
*Hart, A. B., American History as Told by Contemporar ies
Hart, A. B., editor, The American Nation : A History
Hendrick, P. J., Life and Letters of Walter page
MHendrick, B • J., The Age of Business
Hill, M.
,
Liberty Documents
Hosmer, J. K., The Outcome of the Civil War
-"-Hough, E., The Pass ing of the Frontier
Howard, G. E., The Prel iminar ies of the Revolution
*Howland, H. T., Roosevelt and His Times
-\-Hulbert, A. B., The paths of Inland Commerce
--Johnson, A., Jefferson and His Colleagues
^Johnson, A.| editor, The Chronicles of Amer ica Series
^Johnston, M. , Pioneers of the Old South
Latane, J. H., America as a World Power
MacDonald, W., Documentary Source Book
tt
<
:
MacDonald, 7/., Select Documents
*Macy, J., The Anti -Slavery Crusade
McLoughlin, A. C, Conf edera tion and Constitution
#Mc^aster, J. B», History of the People of the U. S_.
*Moody, J. , Rasters of Capital
Moody, J. , The Railroad Builders
*Muzzey , D • S • , Readings in American History
*Nevins, A», The Emergence of Modern Amer ica
Nicolay, H., Our Nation in the Building
Ogg, F. A», National progress
*Ogg, F. A., The Old North West
;, Ogg, F. A., The Reign of Andrew Jackson
*Orth, S. P., The Boss and the Machine
«Orth, Our Foreigners
M Paine, R. D
.
, The Fight for a Free Sea
M-paine, R. D., The Old Merchant Marine
Perry, B • , The American Spir it in Literature
^Rhodes, J. F.
,
Hjs tory of the United States
Richardson, J. D., Messages and papers of President
Washington
Schlesinger, A. M. and Fox, D. R., editors, A History of
American Life
Schlesinger, A. M. , The Rise of the City
Seymour , C
.
, The Intimate papers of Colonel House
^Seymour, C, Woodrow Wilson and the World War
c(
^Shepherd, W. R.| The Hispanic Nations of the New World
* Skinner, C L., Adventures of Oregon
^Sk inner, C L«, Pioneers of the Old Southwest
*Slosson, £. F. , American Spirit in Educat ion
Sparks, B • E., National Development
-Stephenson, N. W., Abraham Lincoln and the Union
* Stephenson, N- W., The Days of the Confederacy
* Stephenson, N. ff*$ Texas and the Mexican War
^'Thompson, H., Age of Invention
Thwaites, R. G. , France in America
#Turner, F. J. , The Rise of the New West
Tyler, L. G • , England in America
Van Tyne , G . H
.
, The American Revolution
West, W. M., A Source Book in American History to 1787
fcWilson, W., History of the Amer ican People
*Wood, W. C. H., Elizabethan Sea Dogs
^rong, G. M., Washington and His Comrades in Arms

The following list contains books found in seven or
e of the schools and in seven or more of the town libraries.
Andrews, C. M», Co lonial Folkways
Beard, C. A. and Beard, M. A., The Rise of American
Civilization
Bowers, C. G-., Jefferson and Ham il ton
Charnwood, G. R. B., Abraham Lincoln
Earle, A. M. , Home Life in Colonial Days
Elson, H. W.
,
History of the United States of America
Farramd, M., The Fathers of the Constitution
Faulkner, H. R., Amer ican Economic His tory
Fiske, J., American Revolution
Fiske, J., Old Virginia and Her Neighbors
Ford, G. H., Washington and His Colleagues
Franklin, B.
,
Autobiography
Hart, A. B., American History as Told by Contemporaries
Hulbert, A. D. , The Paths of Inland Commerce
Johnson, A., editor, The Chronicles of America Series
Muzzey, D. S., Readings in American History
Paine, A. B., A Boy's Life of Mark Twain
Riis, J., How the Other Half Lives
Riis, J., The Making of an Amer ican
Sullivan, M., Our Times
Thompson, H.
,
Age of Invention
Wrong, G. M., Washington and His Comrades in Arms
I . -
t
(
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The graph (on the following page) shows the
distribution of Senior High American History books in the
fourteen town libraries surveyed.
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GO
After checking the working list in the fourteen
high school libraries and in the fourteen public libraries,
an additional list of American history reference books was
compiled. This list is composed of the reference books
that the various school libraries contained that were not
on the vorking list. Eooks starred appear in two or more
of the high school libraries. No one book was found in all
fourteen libraries.
Adamic
, L» , A Nation of Nations
Adams
,
J. T., Atlas of American Society
Adams J. T
.
,
The Adams Family
Adams J. T-, The Founding of New England
Adams J. T. History of United States
•BAdams J. T. The Epic of America
*Adams J. T. Album of American History
-xAdams J. T.
,
The March of Democracy
-2Adams J. T. Dictionary of American History
Adams J. T
.
Atlas of American History
-XAdams J. T. The American
Adams
,
Randolph, Gateway to American History
-^Adams J. T. and Vannest, C. G., The Accord
*Allen, F. L
.
Since Yesterday
Allen, F. L.
,
Only Yesterday
Allen, H. , Bedford Village

Allen, H. , The Forest and the Fort
Anderson, G.
,
The Story of a Border City Pur ing the
Great War
Anderson, Isabel, Presidents and Presidents 1 Life in
Washington
^-Andrews, E» B. t History of United States
^Andrews , C . M
.
, The Colonial Period of American History
Andrews, C. M., Colonial Self - Government
Andrews, Maretta, George Washington 1 s Country
Angle, P. N. , New Letters and Papers of Lincoln
Angoff, Charles, A Literary History of the American People
Arnold, Mathew, Civilization in the United States
Ashley, R. L., American History
^Bailey, T. A., Diplomatic History of the American People
Baldwin, J., Conquest of Old Northwest
Barker, E. C, Dodd, William and Commager, H. S.,
Our Nation 1 s Development
Barnes, James, For King or Country
Bassett, J. s., Short History of the United States
Bassett, J. S., Expansion and Reform
Bassett, J. s., Makers of a New Nation
Beard, C. A., The Republic
Beard, C. A., The Open Door at Home
Beard, C. A., Contemporary American History

*Beard, C. A., America in Mldpassage
#Beard, C. A. and Beard, Mary, Bas ic History of United
States
Beard, C. A. and Smith, G. H. , Old Deal and the New
Beck, J. M., Our Wonderland of Democracy
Becker, C, Beginnings of American People
Bellamy, Edward, Equality
Berais, A., Latin American Policy of the United States
Benet, S., America
Berkenstein, T. and Ormand, E. , American History
Bolton, G., Spanish Borderlands
•^Bourne, H. E. and Benton, A. J., American History
Bowers, C. G., Jefferson and Hamilton
Bowman, I., The New World
Brady, M. , The Civil War
Brooks, E
. ,
Story of the Amer ican Indian
Brooks, E. , Story of Our War Wi th Spain
Brown, f. G., Lower South in American History
Bryant, T.
,
History of United States
Burgess, J. , Reconstruction and Constitution
*Butterf ield, Roger, The American Past
Byrnes, James, Speaking Frankly
-*Capen, L« J.i Across the Ages
Charming, R., Students 1 History of the United States
Chitwood, O,, A History of Colonial America

G3
Clark, Dan E
.
, The West in Amerl can History
Cleveland, G. , Pres idential Problems 1
Cobum, F. W. , Battle of April 19, 1775
Cochran, F. and Miller, F. , The Age of Enterprise
Coffin, C, United States
Coman, K. , Industrial History of United States
---Commager, H. S. and Nevins, Allan, The Heritage of America
Cord, B., American Stage
Daniels, Josephus, Life of Woodrow Wilson
David, K. S., Soldier of Democracy
Devereux, P., From Kingdom to Colony
Devoto, B., The Year of Decision
•spict ionary of American Biography
Dodd, W. E., Lincoln or Lee
DuPuy, W. A., Uncle Sam 1 s Modern Miracles
•K-Egan, J. B« and Desmond, A. W., Civil War
*-Eggleston, E. , The Beginners of a Nation
Elson, H., Sidelights on American History
Ely, J- B., The American Dream
-^Emerson, E., Hoover and His Times
Faris, J., When America Was Young
Farley, J. A., Jim Farley 's Story
Farrand, M., Development of the United States
ri
I • | .-•»:> « • i* '
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Ford, Henry, Washington and His Colleagues
Ford, Henry, Cleveland Era
Forman, S. E., Our Republic
Forman, S. E., Advanced American History
Forman, S. E., Our Social and Economic History
Freeman, D. S., Robert E. Lee
-~-Fox , D . R
. ,
Harper ' s Atlas of American History
Fues, C
.
i Calvin Coolidge
Gabriel, R. H., Pageant of America
Garland, Hamlin, Ulysses S. Grant
Garrison, G. P., Westward Extens ion
Garst, Shannon, Story of Buffalo Bill
Gibbons, H. A., America 's Place in the World
Gilman, D. C, James r.!onroe
Golding, Claude, The Second Cavalcade of History
Goodwin, E. , Dutch and Quakers
Gordy, W. F.
,
History of United States
Gree, D., The Foundations of American Nationality
Gregg, F. !.!., The Founding of a Nation
#Guitteau, W. , The History of the United State s
Gunther, John, Inside U* S. A.
Gunther, John, Inside Latin America
Hackett, H. C, Political and Social History
Hackett, F., Land of the Free

Hagedorn, Hermann, Roosevelt in the Bad Lands
Hamm , W . A
.
, The American People
Harlow, R. V., Story of America
*Harlow, R. V., Growth of the United States
Har t , A . B . , We and Our History
Hart, A. B., New American History
Hart, A. B., American History Told by Contemporaries
Hart, A. B
.
, The American Nation
Hart, A. B.| Formation of the Union
Hart, A. B., Slavery and Abolition
KHaworth, P., The United States in Our Own Times
Hayes, B. T., American Democracy
Hendrick, B. B.» Statesman of the Lost Cause
Hertz, Emanuel, Lincoln Talks
Hicks, P., Federal Union
Hicks, P., American Nation
Hildreth, R., History of U. ^ A.
Hill, C. E
• i Leading American Treaties
Hoar, C, Autobiography of Seventy Years
Hoover, H. and Gibson, H., Problems of Lasting Peace
Hosmer, J. K., Samuel Adams
Hough, Frank, Benedict Arnold
Hulbert, A., Paths of Inland Commerce
Humphrey, F., Book of New England
tc
If" I L"- *^*V
;
Jeffries, G. If*, Drums of Destifey
Jernegan, M. W. , Growth of the Amer ican People
Johnson, A., Union and Democracy
Johnson, A
•
, The Age of Jefferson and Marshall
Johnston, C. H. L., Famou s Generals of the Great War
Jones, T., Caribbean Interests of the United States
Kent, L. A., In Good Old Colonial Times
Knox, D. W. , History of the Uni ted States Navy
Lamphrey, L», Building a Republ ic
LaTane, J. H., From Isolation to Leadership
Lawrence, David, The True Story of Woodr ow Wilson
*Lecky, W. E., American Revolution
»Lingley, C. R., Since the Civil War
Lippman, W. , United States Foreign Pol icy
Lodge, H. C, History Cf the Engl ish Colonies in America
Lodge, H. C, Hero Tales from American History
MacDonald, W. , From Jefferson to Lincoln
Mace, W. , Amer ican History
Malin, J. C, United States After the World War
Martin, A. E., History of United States
Mather, F. J., Amer ican Spiri t in Art
Maurois, Andre, Miracle of Am er i ca
McClure, C. H., United States of Amer ica
McDonald, W. , Documentary Source Book
I<
c
McLaughlin, A., The Confederation and the Cons ti tution
McLaughlin, A., Source Problems in United States History
McLaughlin, A., A Constitutional History of United States
McMaster, J. E. , United States in the Wor Id War
McMaster, J. B., School History of the United States
Milhollen, A. and Kaplan, J., Presidents on Parade
Killer i F. T., Eisenhower
Miller, F. T.j General Douglas MacArtfaur
^Miller, J., Origins of the American Revolution
Millis, w., Road to War
Minnigerode, M. , The Fabulous Forties
Morse, J. T.> John Q . Adams
Montagne, F. C, The Elements of Const itutional History
Montgomery, D. H., Leading Facts of American History
Munn, Munro , Adventures of New France
*Muzzey, D. S., AN American History
wMuzzey, D. S., Readings In Amer ican History
"Hfuzzey, D. S
. ,
History of Amer ican People
'""Muzzey, D. S., A History of Our Country
Nevins, A., Amer ica
Nevins, A., Amer ican Social History
Newton, A. E. and Cartwright, J. , Works of Lincoln
Nichols, S., Bagley, W. And Beard, C. , America Yesterday
Nicolay, H., Abraham Lincoln
r< * <
« • t
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*Nicolay, H., The Book of Amer ican Wars
Norris, Lloyd, Poster ipt to Yesterday
Oberholtzer, £. , A History of the United States Since the
Civil War
Ogden, G. W. , Cherokee Trails
*Ogg, F . A., Builders of the Republic
Ogg, F. A., Frontier in Politics
Ogg, F. A., The Reign of Andrew Jackson
Orth, S. P., Age of Reform
Orth, S. P., Immigration and Labor
Page, E. , The Tree of Liberty
Parker, G. , The Seats of the Mighty
Parkman, P., Conspiracy of Pontiac
Parkman, P., Montcalm and Wo if
e
Parkman, P., Half Century of Conflict
Parkman, P., Struggle for a Continen t
Parkman, P., Old Regime in Canada
parkman, F. , Jesuits in North Ameri ca
•M-Parkman , F
.
, Pioneers of France in the New World
Parkman, F., Laselle and Discovery of the Great West
Parkman, F., The Oregon Trail
Paxson, F., Recent History of the United States
Peck, H. T., Twenty Years of the Republic
Perkins, F. , The Roosevelt I Knew
r
Perkins, D., Hands Off
Pyle, Ennie, Here Is Your War
Pyle, Howard, Men of Iron
Randall, J., The Civil War and Reconstruction
Rhodes, J. F.i History of Civil War
Rhys, Ernest, Chronicles of the Pilgr im Fathers
Richardson, J., Messages and Papers of the Pres idents to
1898
Richman, I. B., Spanish Conquerors
Ridgpath, J. C, History of United States
Riis, Jacob, Theodore Roosevelt , the Citizen
Roberts, K., March to Quebec
Rogers, L., Adams, C. and Brown, T.
,
Story of Our Nation
Roosevelt, Theodore, Gouverneur Morris
Roosevelt, Theodore, Naval War, 1812
Roosevelt, Theodore, America and the World War
*Rugg, Harold, A History of American Civilization
Rugg, Harold, A History of American Government and Cultur
*-Rugg, Harold, An Introduction to American Civil ization
Sandburg, Carl, Storm Over the Land
Sandburg, Carl, Abraham Lincoln
Savelle, M. , Foundations of American Civilization
^Sawyer, J. D. , History of Pilgrims and Puritans
r
#Schlesinger
,
A., Political and Social Growth of the Ameri -
can People
*Schouler, James, History of the United States of America
Sears, L. M*i History of American Foreign Policy
*Semple, £• , American History and Its Geographic Conditions
Shaw, Albert, Abraham Lincoln
Shortridge, W. P., Development of the United States
Singmaster, E. , The Book of the Colonies
Skelton, 0. D., Our Neighbors
Skelton, 0. D., Canadian Dominion
Sloane, W. M., The French Wars and the Revolution
Spykman, N. J., America's strategy in World Politics
Stryker, L. P., Andrew Jackson
^-Sullivan, N., Our Times
Sumner , W. , Andrew Jackson
Thayer, W. 0., From Log Cabin to the White House
Thomas, A. C, Elementary History of the United States
Thompson, H., New South
Thompson, H., History of United States
Thompson, H., New Industrial Real ism
Thompson, H. , New Economic Order
Thorpe, F. N. and Lee, G.G., The History of North America
#Thwaites, R., The Colonies
^Trevelyan, C, The American Revolution
r
Tyler, L., England In America
VanLoon, H., America
Wainwright, J. , General Wainwr ight 1 s Story
^Walker, F. A., Making of a Nation
Warner, C D. , Amer ican Men of Letters
^Wells, H. G. , A Short History of the World
*West, R. and West, W., The Amer i can People
West, W. W., Story of Amer ican Democracy
West, W. W., A Source Book in American History
West, W. W., American History and Government
Whea t , C . E . , The Democratic Traditions in America
White, S., Las t Frontier
Williams, S. T., American Spirit in Letters
-^Wilson, W., Division and Reunion
Wilson, W., A History of the American People
tfWirfcft, F. P., The Development of America
Wissler, C, Adventurers in the Wilderness
*Wood, W., In Defense of Liberty
Wood, W. , captains of the Civil War
Wood, W. , El izabethan Sea Dogs
«Wood, W. and Gabriel, R., Winning, of Freedom
Woodlum, J. A., American History and Government
Wrong, G. H. , Conquest of New France
tr
t
c
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The following list of books contains those found in
seven or more of the school libraries and also in seven or
more of the town libraries.
Beard, C. A., and Beard, If. A., The Rise of Amer lean
Civilization
Bowers, C. G., Jefferson and Hamil ton
Charnwood, G . R. B., Abraham Lincoln
Earle, A. M. , Home Life in Colonial Days
Faulkner, H« R., American Economic History
Fiske, J., American Revolut ion
Fieke, J., Old Virginia and Her Neighbors
Franklin, B., Autobiography
Paine, A. B., A Boy 1 s Life of Mark Twain
Riis, J., How the Other Half Lives
Riis, J. , The Making of An American
Sullivan, If., Our Times
SERIES AMD SETS
Andrews, C. H», Colonial Folkways
Elson, H. W., History of the United States of America
Farrand, M. , The Fathers of the Constitution
Ford, G. H., Washington and His Colleagues
Hart, A. B., American History as Told by Contemporaries
Hulbert, A. D., The Paths of Inland Commerce
r
Johnson, A., editor, The Chronicles of America Ser ies
Muzzy, D. S., Readings in Amer ican History
Thompson, H«, Age of Invention
Wrong, G. M., Washington and His Comrades in Arms
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JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL CIVICS
The civics section of the working list (see appendix)
used in this survey lists 179 reference books.
^
Thirty-nine of these books were not found in any of
the seven junior high school libraries surveyed in this
study. Fifty-seven of them were found in only one of the
high schools.
Eighty-three of the reference books were found in
two or more of the seven junior high school libraries. The
following list includes the books found in two or more of
the junior high school libraries. Also in the following
list the books preceded by one star were found in four or
more of the libraries. Only six were found in all seven
libraries. These are preceded by a double star.
--HrAddams
, Jane
,
Twenty Years At Hull House
Allen, B. and Briggs, If. P., Behave Yourself
Atkins, E. E., and Wubniga A., Our Economic 7/orld
*Antin, Mary, The Promised Land
Bell, H. M. , Youth Tell Their Story
Bernays, E. L., Careers For Men
-sBolton, S. K., Girls Who Became Famous
Supra
,
Chapter I, p. 10.
71
rc
Book, W., Learning How To Study and Work Effectively
Brande, L., Wake Up and Live
Brewer, W. and Landy, £
. ,
Occupations Today
Brindze, R. , How To Spend Money
Brockman, Mary, What Is She Like ?
Bruce, H. R., Amer ican parties and Politics
*Byrd, R., Alone
Cantor, H., Crime
Chapman, P. W., Occupational Guidance
:-frCompton 1 s Pictured Encyclopedia
Crump, I., and Newton, J. W., Our Police
---Crump, I., and Newton, J. w., Our G-Men
Dale, E. , How To Read A Newspaper
Davey, M. A., and Smith, E. M., Everyday Occupations
Davis, W. S., Life On A Medieval Barony
Dill, D. C, How Congress Makes Laws
Donham, S. A., Spending The Family Income
Earle, A. M. , Home Life In Colonial Days
Fincher, Fraser, and Kimmel
,
Democracy At Work
Gavin, Gray, and Groves, Our Changing Social Order
Goslin, R. A., and Goslin, 0. P., Richman , Poorman
Gunther, J., Inside Europe
Haskin, F. J., The American Government Today
Heiser, V. G., An American Doctor ' s Odyssey
Hoerle, H., The Girl In Her Future
ri
r
Holbrook, H. W., and McGregor, A. L. , Our World of
Education
Hotchkiss, C. V* i Representative Cities of the United
States
Hough, Emerson, The Covered Wagon
•K-Hughes, R. 0., Building Citizenship
Hughes, R. 0., Fundamentals of Economics
Husband, Americans by Adoption
Janzen and Stephenson, Everyday Eoonomics
jenks and Smith, We and Our Government
-::-*Keller, H. , The Story of My Life
Kendrick, M. , and Seaver, C, Taxes
Kitson, H. D.,
_I Find My Vocation
Knight, H. A., A Friend in the Dark
Lapp, J. A., and Wearver, R. B., The Citizen and His
Government
Lawes, L. E.
,
Twenty Thousand Years in Sing Sing
Lee, A. M
.
, The Daily Newspaper in America
Levis, Better Citizenship
*-«-Lindbergh, Charles, We
*Lingenf elter and Kitson, Vocations for Girls
Lynd , R
.
, and Lynd , H
.
, Middle town
-s^Magruder , F. A., American Government
-Marshall, L. C, Story of Human Progress
-^Morgan, J. , Qur Presidents
rc
Morley, C, Parnassus on Wheels
Myers, Little and Robinson, Planning Your Future
Ogg, F. A., and Ray, P. 0., Introduction to American
Government
-x-proctor, Vocat ions
Riis, How the Other Half Lives
*Riis, The Sflaking of Amer ica
::-Rosengarten, W.
,
Choosing Your Life Work
::Rugg , H
.
,
Introduction to Problems of American Culture
Seldes, G., Freedom of the Press
Shepard, The Boy ' s Own Book of Politics
Tappan, V. M., The Story of Our Constitution
Tugv.-ell, R. G., and Hill, H. C, Our Economic Society
and Its Problems
Van Hiss, C., and Havemeyer, L., Conservation of Our
Natural Resources
*Van Loon, R. , The Story of Mankind
Wald, L. D. , The House in Henry Street
Walker, Heach, and Jamison, American Democracy and
Woodward, D. B. , and Rose, M. A., A Primer of Money
Woodwood, E
. ,
Personality pref erred
r
American Education Press, Unemployment Insurance
w-Biographies : Bok, Riis , and Roosevel t
-^Building America Series
Congressional Digest
^Consumers 1 Guide Washington , D . C
.
^Consumers ' Digest
•^
-National Geographic
Public Affairs pamphlets
Scholastic Magazine
Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D. C.
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Employment Information
-x-x-world Almanac
cc
The graph (on the following page) shows the
distribution of Civics books in the fourteen school
libraries surveyed.
c<
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Six of the 179 reference books were not found in
either the seven junior high schools or in the fourteen
town libraries surveyed. Thirty-two reference books were
found in only one of the fourteen town libraries.
One hundred and thirty-one of the reference books
were found in two or more of the town libraries but no one
book was found in all fourteen libraries. Following is a
list of these books. The books preceded by one star are
those found in seven or more of the fourteen town libraries.
Adams, Thomas, Outl ine of Town and City Planning
-s*Addams, Jane, Twenty Years at Hull House
Allen, B., and Briggs M. P., Behave Yourself
Angell, E. , Supreme Court primer
*Antin, Mary, The Promised Land
Arnold, J. I., Problems in American Life
Banning, M. C, Letters to Suzan
Bassett, J. S., The League of Nations
Bates, E. S., The Story of Congress
Bennett, M. E.
,
Building Your Lif
e
Berneys , E. L., Careers for Men
Bogardus , E . S., and Lewis, R., School Life and
Personality
-xBolton, S. K., Girls Who Became Famous
Book, W., Learning How to Study and Work Effectively

Fa r i s , The Romance of Forgotten Towns
Fosdick, American Police Systems
Friend, M. R., Earning and Spending the Family Income
Gavian, Gray, and Groves, Our Changing Social Order
Go si in, R. A., Co-Opera ti ves
Goslin, R. A., and Goslin, 0. P., Richman , Poorman
Greenan, and Meredith, Everyday Problems of Amer ican
Democracy
Groves, Skinner, and Swenson, The Family and Its
Relationships
•*Gunther, J. , Inside Europe
Hacker, Modley, and Taylor, The United States
*-Ha skins, F. J., The American Government Today
*Heiser, V. G., An American Doctor 1 s Odyssey
Hoan, D. W«
,
City Government
Hoerle, Helen, The Girl and Her Future
Hotchkiss, C. W*$ Representative Cities of the United
States
"-Hough, Emerson, The Covered Wagon
Huebner
, S . S
.
, Life Insurance
Husband, Americans By Adoption
Jenks, and Smith, We and Our Government
*Keller, H., The Story of My_ Life
Kent, F . R., The Great Game of Politics
c
I
c
c
Keohane
,
Keohane, and Mc Goldrick, Government in Action
Kitson, H. D., _I Find My Vocation
Knight, R. A., A Friend in the Dark
Landis, P., and Landis, J. , Social Living
Lapp, J. A., and Weaver, R. B., The Citizen and His
Government
Lawes, L. E., Twenty Thousand Years in Sing Sing
Levis, Better Citizenship
^Lindbergh, Charles, We
Lindquist, Ruth, The Family in the Present Social Order
"Lingenf elter and Kitson, Vocations for Girls
Lumley and Bode, Ourselves and the World
-x-Lynd
, R . and Lynd , H
.
, Middletown
*Lynd , R . S . and Lynd , H . M
.
, Middletown in Transition
Lyons , E
.
, We Cover the World
MacDonald, A. F., American City Government and
Administration
-*Magruder, F. A., American Government
Marshall, L. C, Story of Human Progress
Mattheus, J. B., Guinea pigs No More
McAndrew, W., Social Studies
McFee, J. N. , How Our Government Is Run
McLean, D., Knowing Yourself and Others
^Morgan, J., Our Presidents
Morley, C., Parnassus on Wheels
rf • V*, t" i.> • ^
*Munro, W. B., Amer lean Government Today
MUnro, W. B., Social Civics
Myers, Little and Robinson, Planning Your Future
Odell, Clark, Miller, Paulson, Travis and Twiss,
How Modern Bus iness Serves Us
Ogg, F. A. and Ray, P. 0., Introduction to American
Government
O'Rourke, L. J., Opportunities in Government Employment
Overstreet, H. , A Guide to Civilized Loafing
Perkins, F., People At Work
Phillips, M. C, Skin Deep - The Truth About Beauty
Aids - Safe
,
Harmful
Pierce, B., It 's More Fun When You Know the Rules
Pitkin, W., The Consumer
, His Nature and His Changing
Habits
Pound, A., Industrial America
Proctor, Vocations
Reed, Form and Functions of American Government
*RiiS, How the Other Half Lives
*-Riis, J., The Making of America
Rosengarten, W. , Choos ing Your Life Work
Rugg» H. , An Introduction to problems of American
Culture
Seldes, G., Freedom of the Press
t t
t
(
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Singraaster, E., The Book of the Constitution
Southworth and Kramer, Great Cities of the United States
Swift, L. B., How We Got Our Liberties
Tappan, E. M., The Story of Our Constitution
Thrasher, F. M., The Gang
Tugwell, R.G. and Hill, H. C, Our. Economic Society and
Its Problems
Van Hise, C. and Havemeyer, L
.
, Conservation of Our
Natural Resources
*Van Loon, H., The Story of Mankind
|
Wald, L. D., The House on Henry Street
White, H.
,
Money and Banking
Woodhouse, C. 0., The Big Store
Woodward, D. B. and Rose, M. A., A Primer of Money
Woodward, E. Personality Preferred
Young, J. T., The New American Government and Its Work
Young, J. S., and Wright, E. Y. , Unified American
Government
Young, Jeremiah and Barton, Growing in Citizenship
American Education press, Unemployment Insurance
Biographies; Bok
,
Riis , and Roosevelt
Building America Series
Congressional Digest
Consumers' Guide, Washington, D. C.

Foreign Policy Association, Changing Governments
Modern Problem Series
^National Geographic
Public Affairs Pamphlets
-^Scholastic Magazine
Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D. C.
U« S. Department of Agriculture, Employment Information
*World Almanac
A graphic representation of the results of the
above list appears on the following page.
t
The graph (on the following page) shows the
distribution of Civics books in the fourteen town
libraries surveyed.
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After checking the working list in the seven junior
high schools and fourteen town libraries, an additional list
of civics reference books was compiled. This list contains
the reference books found in the seven junior high schhhls
that do not appear on the working list.
The books in the following list preceded by a star,
thirty-three in number, were found in two or more libraries.
The total books in the list is two hundred and twelve.
Abbot, L., The Rights of Man
Albyerg, Marguerite H. and Fredrick, B. and Woodward, J.J
We
,
The Guardian of our Liberty
Aldrich, Julian C. and Markert, Marlow A., We the
Citizens
Allen, F. J., The Law as a Vocation
Almark, John C, Education for Citizenship
Antin, M., They Knock at Our Gates
Arnold, J. D., Cooperative Cit izenship
•^Ashley, R. L», The New Civics
Bacon, F. and Rugg, E. , Our Life Today
Bacon, E. and Wyman, M. , Direct Elect ions
Baker-Crothers
,
Hayes and Hudnut, Problems of
Citizenship
Earuch, D., Glass House of Prejudice
Bassett, J., Selections from the Federalist
»
90
Bauer, C, Modern Housing
•JfBeard, C. A . and Mary R., American Citizenship
Beard, C. A., The American Party Battle
Beard, C. A., Readings in American Government and
Politics
Beard, C. A., The Republic
Beck, J. H« » The Constitution of the United States
Bercovici, K., On New Shores
—— —————
Binger, W. and Bailey^ H. , Civilian Defense
KBlack, W. H. , Our Unknown Constitution
Bloom, Sol, Our Heritage
*-Bloom, Sol, The Story of the Constitution
Blough, G. L. , and Mc Glure, C. H., Fundamentals of
Citizenship
*Boynton, School Civics
Bowers, C, Jefferson and Hamilton
*Broome, E. C. and Adams, E. 77., Conduct and Citizenship
^Broome, E. C. and Adams, E. W., Our Democracy
Bruce, H., American Parties and Politics
Bryce, J. , Modern Democracies
jj
Bryson, L., Which Way America
J^ryson, L. and Smith, K.
,
Working for Democracy
Cohen, I. D. and Gorley, M. K
. ,
Opportunity
Cook, F. W., Massachusetts Voter
t • - X, >» stum n • w t ~ i-jjuw
(
Coolidge, A. C, The United States as a World Power
Corwin, E
.
, John Marshall and the Constitution
Crawford, C. C, Living Your Lif
e
Curran, H., John Citizen's Job
Cuunes, E. W., Community Civics
Dill, C 0*i How Congress Make s Laws
Dilnot, F.
,
England After the War
Dobinet, L, , The Uni ted Nations
Dole, C., Amer ican Citizen
Dolivet, L», The United Nations
Doob, L., Propaganda
Dunn, A. end Harris, H., Citizenship in Schoo l and Out
Dunn , A . W
. ,
Community Civics for City Schools
•?'-Dunn , A.W. , The Community and the Citizen
Jf-Dunn, A. W.
,
Community Civics and Rural Lif e
^Edmonson, J. E
. ,
Citizenship Through Problems
Edmonson, J. B. and Doudineau, A., Civics in American
Life
El ting, Mary, We, Our Government
Ewart, J. A., Civil Service Manual
Farrand, M. , The Framing of the Constitution
Fassett, C. M. , Handbook of Municipal Government
Faultz, E. K., Federal civil Service as a Career
• • r
t
i
r
Finch, C, Everyday Civics
Fincher, E. B., Fraser, Russel and Kimmel, Demo cracy at
Work
Fisk, C.| Amer ican Diplomacy
Fisher, I., America 1 s Interest in World Peace
Fisher and Starratt, Partie s and Politics in the Local
Communi ty
^Fiske, J. , Civ il Government in the United States
Ford, H. , What the Cit i zen Should Know Abou t the Army
Forman, S. E., Advanced Civics
Forman, S.E., Essentials in Civil Government
Foster, J. W. , A Century of American Diplomacy
Franklin, M. and Reck, C, Power
Fredrick, Austin and Ogg, The Governments of Europe
Fr eel and, G. and Adams, J., American Progress in
Civilization
Gallagher, P., Amer ica 1 3 Aims and Asia's Aspirations
Gausse, C, Democracy Today
Gibbon, H., The New Map of Asia
Gitteau, W. B. and Webster, H. H., The Constitution of
the U_. S.
MGuitteau, W. B., Government and Politics in the United
States
Golt, T., How the U. N. Works
rI ;f 9 . Br I I
Goodnow, F.
,
City Government in the U.S.
Greenan, A. and Merdith, A., American Democracy
Hall, P., Immigration
Hamilton, A., The Federalist
Hamilton, 0., The Federalists or the New Constitution
Hartman, D., America
,
Land of Freedom
Haskin, F. J. , American Government
Haynes, G. H. , The Senate of the United States
-*Hendr i ck , B . J
.
, Bulwark of the Republic
Henry, W. and Seeley, L., How to Conduct a Meeting
-sHepner, W. R., The Good Citizen
#Hill, H» C, Life and Work of the Citizen
Hill, H. C, Readings in Community Life
Hix, H., Kingsbury, W. and Reed, T,, Towards a Better World
Hoover, H. The Challenge to Liberty
Hoover, H. and Gibson, H., The Problems of Lasting Peace
*Howe , J. B
.
, New Era Civics
Hunter, G. and Whitman, W., Civic Science in the Community
#Hughes, R. 0., Building Citizenship
Hughes, R. 0., Civic Training
^Hughes, R. 0., Community Civics
Hughes, R. 0., A Text Book in Citizenship
Irwin, W., The Next War
Kenneman, J. A., American Citizen
Keohane, M.
,
Exploring Your Community

Kimball, E. , The United States Government
Kneier, C» M., City Government in the United States
Knowlton, D. and Harvey, H., Our America - Past and Present
James, H. , The Building of Cities
James, H. B., iVunicipal Functions
James, J. and Sanford, ?/. , Our Government , Local , State
and National
Jenks, E
.
, Law and Politics in the Middle Ages
Jenks, J. and Lauck, W., The Immigration Problem
#Jenks, J. and Smith, R., We, and Our Government
Johnson, A., The Unicameral Legislature
Johnson, Stanley and Alexander, Citizenship
Lane, C, What the Citizen Should Know About the Merchant
Marine
Lapp, J. A., The Elements of Civics
*Lapp, J. and Ross, A., Economic Citizenship
Latane, J., From Isolation to Leadership
Lippman, W., United States Foreign Policy
Lippman, W. , The Method of Freedom
Long , J • , Go vernment and the People
-Lowell, A. L., The Government of England
•^Lowell, A. L., Greater European Government
*Macy, J., Our Government
-^Magruder, F. A., National Government and International
Relations
cI
r
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Mahoney, J. J. , For Us the Living
Marriot, Sir, J. A. A., How We Are Governed
Mavity, A. B., Responsible Citizenship
MacPeters, J. A., Ci t izenship Dramatized
McCarthy, C, Swan, F., McMullin, J.
,
Elementary Civics
McDonald, A., American State Government and Administration
McGrunder and Claire, The Cons t itution
McPheters, B., Cleveland, G., and Jones, S., Citizenship
Meyers, D. P., Handbook of the League of Nations
Miana, F. C, The Moved-Quters
Miana, F. C, Shuttered Windows
Miller, C. F., March of Democracy
Moore, C., Our American Citizenship
organ, J. E., American Citizens ' Handbook
Morton, G., Civil Government in the United States
Munro, W. B., Current Problems in Citizenship
Munro, W. B., The Government of the United States
s-Munro, W. B., Government of Europe
Munro, W. B., Principles and Methods of Municipal
Administration
Nevins and Hacker, The United States and Its Place in the
World Affairs
Nida, W. L., City , State and Nation
Norton, T., The Constitution of the U. S. , Its Sources and
Its Application
tr
c
Ogg and Ray , Essentials of Amer lean Government
Ogg, F. A. and Beard, C. A., National Government and World
Government
Ogg, F. A., European Government and Pol it ics
O'Rourke, L«, You and Your Community
Parsons, G., The Land of Fair Play
parton, M» F., Your Washington
paulmier, H. and Schauffler, R., Democracy Days
Pierson, C, Our Changing Const itution
Plasa, Civics
Powermaker, H., Probing Our Prejudices
Pratt, F., Wha t the Citizen Should Know About Modern War
Qunis, J. R., All -American
Qunis, J. R., Yeat Wildcats
Richards, W. and Isley, B., Our Careers as Citizens
Rienow, R., Calling All Citizens
Robert, H., Parliamentary Practice
•^Robert, H., Robert 1 s Rules of Order
Roberts, P., Civics for Coming Americans
Roberts, P., New Immigration
Romulo, C., Mother America
Roosevelt, T. , American Ideals and Other Essays
Root, E. , Citizens 1 part In Government
Roper, D. C, The United States Post Off ice
cc
Rugg, H., Changing Governments and Changing Cultures
Ryan, 0., Municipal Freedom
Salisbury, S. and Chushman, R. , The Constitution
sarner, J. W. and Capen, L. I., Our Government
Sayre, W. S., Your Government
Schlesinger, A«, The Age of Jackson
Scott, A., An Introduction to the Peace Treatie s
^Seymour, C. and Frary, D., How the 7/orld Votes
Smith, E. C. and Turcher, A. C, A Dictionary of American
politics
Southworth, A. T., The Common Sense of the Constitution
Sparks, F. M., Government as a Business
-"-Steinburg
, S., Our Changing Government
Stephenson, G. , A History of American Immigration
Stimson, F., The American Constitution
Strange, F., The Government of the American People
Stubbs, W., Constitutional History of England
Summer, H., Anglo -American Agreement
Sumner s, H. B., Unicameralism in Practice
Taft, W. H., The Presidency
Thompson, C. 0., The History of the Declaration of
Independence
Thompson, P., What the Citizen Should Know About the
Army Engineers
rt * • «
r
Turkington, G.
,
My Country
#Turkington, G.
,
Community Civics
Turkington, G. and Conley, P., Your Country and Mine
-;:-Underwood, 0. V/., Drifting Sands of Party Politics
Van Dor en, C, The Great Rehearsal
Waffard, H., Jr., It's Up to Us
Walker, E. E. and Beach, W. B., Government of the United
States
Warne, F.
,
Immigrant Invas ion
Webster, H., Americanization and Citizenship
Wells, S., The Time for Decision
West, R. and West, W. , Our Country
Williamson, T. R., Civics At Work
Wilson, W., The State
Woodburn, J. and Moran, T., Active Citizenship
Woodburn, J. snd Moran, T., The American Community
Woodburn, J. and Morgn, T., The Citizen and the Republic
Woodburn, J. , Political Parties and Party Problems in the
Uj. Sj,
Woodward, A. K., We the Guardians of Our Liberty
Wright, C., The Industrial Evolution of the United States
Wright, R. v. and Wright, E. G., How to be a Responsible
Citizen
•fcZurchlin, C, American Municipa l Progress
r«
r
The following list contains books found in four
or more of the junior high school libraries, and in seven
or more of the town libraries.
Addams, Jane, Twenty Years at Hull House
Ant in, Mary, The Promised Land
Bolton, S. K., Girls Who Became Famous
Byrd, R. , Alone
Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia
Crump, I. and Newton, J., Our Men
Keller, R. , The Story of Mv_ Life
Lingenfelter and Kitson, Vo ca tions for Girls
Lindbergh, C, We
Magruder, F. A., American Government
Morgan, J. , Our Presidents
National Geographic Magazine
Riis, J. , The Making of an American
Van Loon, H., The Story of Mankind
World Almanac
t
ECONOMICS
«
The Economics section of the working list
|
(see appendix) used in this survey lists 143 reference books.''"
Seventy- three of these books were not found in any of
the fourteen high school libraries surveyed. Twenty-nine were
found in only one of the fourteen high school libraries.
Forty-one were found in two or more of the high school libra-
ries. No one book was found in all fourteen high school
libraries
.
The following list includes those books found in two or
more of the high school libraries. Of this list only the one
starred was found in more than half of the fourteen libraries.
Adamic, Louis, Dynamite
-»-Bogart, Ernest, Economic History of the American People
Buck, Solon, Agrarian Crusade
Building America Series
Chase, Stuart, Men and Machines
Chase, Stuart, The Economy of Abundance
Chase, Stuart, A Primer of Economics
Chase, Stuart, Rich Land
,
Poor Land
Chase, Stuart, Your Money 1 s Worth
Chase, Stuart and Schlink, Frederick, The Tragedy of Waste
Clay, Henry, Economics for the General Reader
0
^Supra
,
Chapter I, p. 10.
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Dewey, Davis, Financial History of the United States
Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences
Fairchild, Furniss and Buck, Elementary Economics
Faulkner, Harold, American Economic History
Gaer, Joseph, Consumers All
Gavian, Ruth and Others, Our Changing Social Order
Glover, Katherine, America Begins Again
Graham and Seaver
,
Money
,
What It is and What It Does
Graham and Seaver, Banking : How It Serves Us
Headline Books
Hendrich, Burton, The Age of Big Business
Holdsworth, John, Money and Banking
Huberman, Leo, The Labor Spy Racket
Kallet and Schlink, 100,000,000 Guinea Pigs
Kemmerer, Edwin, The ABC of the Federal Reserve System
Kedger
,
Horace, Problems of American Democracy
Landis and Landis, social Living
Lynd, Robert and Helen, Middletown
Moody, John, The Railroad Builders
Perret, Eleanor, Man 1 s Word and World
Public Affairs Pamphlet
Slichter, Sumner, Modern Economic Society
Social Security Board
Taussig, Frank, Tariff History of the United States
<«
<
Tennessee Valley Author ity
Van Hise and Havermeyer, Conservation of Our Natural
Resources
Wallace, Henry, New Frontiers
Wallace, Henry, America Must Choose
Woods, Walter, The Story of Uncle Sam 1 s Money
Woodward and Rose, primer of Money
(<
03
The ^raph (on the following pajre ) shows the distri-
bution of Economics boo^s In the fourteen hl^h school
libraries surveyed;
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I
The same working list was used in surveying
fourteen town libraries.
Eighteen of the 143 books were not found in any of
the town libraries surveyed. Twenty-four were found in
only one of the libraries.
One hundred and two were found in two or more of
the libraries, but no one book was found in all fourteen
libraries. Eleven were not found in either a high school
or town library of those surveyed.
The following list includes those books found in
two or more of the fourteen town libraries, and only the
thirty starred are those books found in seven or more of
the town libraries.
*Adamic, Louis, Dynamite
*-Allen, Frederick, Lords of Creation
American Home Economics Association
Angell, Norman, The Story of Money
-^Arnold, Thurraan, The Bottlenecks of Business
^Arnold, Thurman, The Folklore of Capitalism
Babson, Roger, The Folly of Installment Buying
*Berle, Adolf, The Modern Corporation and private
Property
Bogart, Ernest, Economic History of the American
people
Brandeis, Louis, Other People 1 s Money
t
•K-Brooks, Robert, When Labor Organizes
Brooks, Robert, Unions of Their Own Choosing
*Buck, Solon, Agrarian Crusade
Building America Series
Burns, Eveline, Toward Social Security
Chamberlain, William, Collectivism
, A False Utopia
""•Chase, Stuart, Een and r.hings
*Chase, Stuart, The Economy of Abundance
'"'Chase, Stuart, A. Primer of Economics
*Chase, Stuart, Rich Land , poor Land
*Chase, Stuart, Goals for America
•«€hase, Stuart, The Road We Are Traveling
*Chase, Stuart, Your Money 1 s Worth
*Chase, Stuart and Schlink, Frederick, The Tragedy of Waste
-KOttiilds, Marquis, Sweden : The Middle Way
Clark, John, Strategic Factors in Business Cycles
Cole, George, What Everybody Wants to Know About Money
Consumer 1 s Research
, Inc.
Consumer 1 s Union of the United States
Coyle, David, Why Pay Taxes ?
Daniels, John, Cooperation : An American Way
Dqugherty, Carroll, Labor Problems in American Industry
Dewey, Davis, Financial History of the United States
Douglas, Paul, Social Security in the United States

Douglas and Director, The Problem of Unemployment
Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences
Epstein, Abraham, Insecurity : A Challenge to America
Fairchild, Furniss and Buck, Elementary Economics
-•.•Faulkner, Harold, American Economic History
Fisher, Irving, Stabilizing the Dollar
Flynn, John, Security Speculation : Its Economic Effects
^Fowler, Bertram, Consumer Cooperation in America
Friend, Mata, Earning and Spending the Family Income
Gaer, Joseph, Consumers All
G&vian, Ruth and Others, Our Changing Social Order
Gemmill, Paul, Fundamentals of Economic s
Glover, Katherine, America Begins Again
Gordon, Leland, Economics f or Consumers
Headline Books
#Hendrick, Burton, The Age of Big Business
Holdsworth, John, Money and Banking
Jones, Eliot, Principles of Railroad Transportation
-x-josephson, Matthew, The Robber Barons
Kallen, Horace, The Decline and Rise of the Consumer
Kallet and Schlink, 100,000,000 Guinea Pigs
Keezer and May, Pub lie Control of Business
Kemmerer, Edwin, The ABC of the Federal Reserve System
Kemmerer, Edwin, Money
t (
Kidger, Horace, Problems of American Democracy
Landis and Landis, Social Living
Leith, Charles, World Minerals and World Politics
Levenson, Edward, Labor on the March
Levenson, Edward, I Break Strikes
Loucks and Hoot, Comparative Economic Systems
Lumpkin and Douglas, Child Workers in America
*Lynd, Robert and Helen, Middletown
Marshall, Leon, Readings in the Story of Human Progress
Meeker, James, The Work of the Stock Exchange
Moody, John, The Railroad Builders
*Moulton, Harold, Income and Economic Progress
Munro, The Government of the United States
National Association of Manufacturers
National Education Association of United States
National Industrial Conference Board
National Resources Planning Board
Nystrom, Paul, Economic Principles of Consumption
Patterson, Samuel, Social Aspects of Industry
Patterson and Scholz, Economic Problems of Modern Life
perret, Eleanor, Man 1 s Work and World
Public Affairs Pamphlet
Ripley, William, Main Street and Wall Street
Rohlf ing and Others, Business and Government

•tfSchlink, Frederick, Eat, Drink and Be Wary
Slichter, Sumner, Modern Economic Society
Social security Board
*Soule, George, A Planned Society
-Taussig, Frank, Tariff History of the United States
Taussig, Frank, Free Trade
, The Tariff and Reciprocity
J<Tennessee Valley Authority
-^Twentieth Century Fund
United States Department of Agriculture
United states Department of Commerce
United states Department of Labor
United states Secret Service
Van Hise and Havermeyer, Conservation of Our Natural
Resources
Veblen, . Thorstein, The Engineers and the price System
-^Wallace, Henry, America Must Choose
^Wallace, Henry, New Frontiers
Walsh, John, C^ I^. 0^ Industrial Unionism in Action
White, Horace, Money and Banking
Woods, Walter, The Story of Uncle Sam's Money
Woodward and Rose, primer of Money
c
The graph (on the foilowing page) shows the distri-
bution of Economics books in the fourteen town libraries
surveyed.
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After checking the working list in the fourteen
high school libraries and in the fourteen public libraries,
an additional list of Economics reference books was
compiled. This list is composed of the reference books
that the various school libraries contained that were not on
the working list.
Of this list only the thirty-three starred books
appeared in two or more of the fourteen libraries. No one
book was in all fourteen high school libraries surveyed.
Also, no one book was found in more three of the libraries
surveyed.
Adams, Henry, Description of Industry
Adams, T. S. and Sumner, H. L., Labor Problems
Agar, H. , Land of the Free
Angell, Sir Norman, Raw Materials
,
Population Pressure
and War
^Atkins and Wubnig, Our Economic World
Atwood, World at Work
Babson, R. W., Business Barometer Used in the Accumulation
of Dollars
Babson, R. W. , The New Dilemma
Babson, R. W., Looking Ahead Fifty Years
Beard, Charles, The Open Door at Home
*Eenham, F. and Boddy, F. M., Principles of Economics

Bishop, A. and Keller, A. G., Industry and Trade
Bogart, C« G., Introduction to Bus iness Law
Bok, Edward, Dollars Only
Bowen, Social Economy
*Bughey, C. and Sponabel, S., Economics and Business
Opportunities
*Bullock, The Elements of Economics
Burch, H« R., American Socia l Problems
Butch, H. P., American Economic Life
*-Carlton, W.
,
Elementary Economics
#Carver, T., Our Economic Life
-^Carver, T., Elementary Economics
Chase, Stuart, A New Deal
Chase, Stuart, The Nemesis of American Business
Childs, ||« , This Is Democracy
Clark, F. G., How We Live
Clark, D. G., Essentials of Economic Theory
Clark, M. FU, The Labor Movement in America
•**Corbett, J. F. and Herschkowitz, C, Modern Economics
Coman
, K
.
, Economic Beginnings of the Far West
*©oman, K • , Industrial History of the United States
Dodd, Introductory Economics
Elliott, Merrill and Wright, Our Dynamic Society
Elliott, J
.
, Conservation of American Resources
C
*Ely, R. T. and Wicker, George, Elementary Economics
*Ely, R. T., Outline of Economic s
Edie, B«, Economics
-Fair child, F. R., Essentials of Economic s
Fanning, L-> American Oil Operations Abroad
x-Faubel, Ar thur
,
pr inc i pi e s of Economics
Faubel, Arthur, Cork
Faulkner, H. W. and Starr, Mark, Labor in America
•a-Fay, Q. N. and Bagley, Elements of Economics
Fay, Charles R., Labor In Politics
Feier, Elements of Economics
Fiske, A. K., Honest Bus iness
Foster, R. and catching, The Road to Plenty
Fradenburgh, Elements of Economics
frG-eorge, Henry, Progress and Poverty
George, Henry, Protection of Free Trade
KGibbins, H., Industry in England
Gimmell, Paul, Fundamentals of Economics
Glick, C, Shake Hands With the Dragon
Goodman, j., Economics
Gray and Truitt, Visualized Principles of Economics
Gustafson and Others, conservation in the United States
Hart, A. B., Social and Economic Forces in American History
Harvard Committee, Economics of the Recovery Program
( 1 »-»\ f
( t
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Hayward, W. R., Money
#Hickman, C. A., World Economic Problems
*Hill, H. and Tugwell, R., Our Economic Society and Its
Problems
Hoover, H. and Gibson, H., Problems of Last ing Peage
Havemeyer, L. and Hise, V., Conservation of Our Natural
Resources
Hughes, R. 0., Mak ing of Today ' s World
Hughes, R. C, Fundamentals of Economics
•M-Janzin, C. C. and Stephenson, 0. W., Everyday Economics
J
»-Johnson, J. and French, We and Our Work
Kinsman, D. 0., Economics
Korey and Runge, Economics : Principles and Problems
-"-La ing , G . A
.
, An Introduction to Economics
Lapp, Economics and the Community
Lippincott, I., Economic Development of the United States
Lippincott, I., Economic and Social History of the United
States
Lippman, W., United States Foreign policy
Lippman, W., The Method of Freedom
Little, M., Democracy and Industry in War and peace
Marshall, L. C, Readings in industrial Society
^Marshall, L. C, Our Economic Organizations
Michaels, R. K», Economics
r
Morehouse, F. and Graham, S. F., American Problems
orgenthau, H«
,
Germany is Our Problem
*-Moore, G. H. , Industrial History of the_ Amer ican people
-;Moriarty, W. D. , Economics for Citizenship
Morris, R. B., Government and Labor in Early America
Nearing, D. and Watson, F. D., Economics
Odell, E. and Others, Bus iness and Its Organization and
Operators
vOsgodd, E- i A History of Industry
Packard, L. 0., Sinnott, C. P. and Overton, F.,
Nations Today
Palmer, B. B., Paying Through the Teeth
Quinn, J. A. and Repki, A., Living in the Social World
Record, G. L., How to Abolish Pov erty
Redfield, W. C., The New Industrial Day
Riis, J. , How the Other Half Lives
*B i 1 ey , E . D . , Economics for Secondary Schools
Rogers, R. E.i Sano 1 s Commercial Law, Revis ed
*Rose, M. A. i Economic s and Peace
Seager, H., Pr inciples of Economics
Seaver, G., Money
Seaver, G., Bank ing
Seaver, G., Taxes
Seligman, E. R., Principles of Economics
Shannon, J., Economic History
<t •
f
^Shields, W. and Wilson, H., Business Economic Problems
Sikes, E • R., Contemporary Economic System
--•Sloan, H. S., Today ' s Economics
Smith, Adam, Wealth of Nations
*-Sm i th , A . H
.
, Economics
Smith, J. Russell, Commerce and Industry
Splawn, W. If. i Introduction to the Study of Economics
Stolper, This Age of Fable
Straws, H., History of the Thrift Movement in Amer ica
Taber, C. W., Economics of_ the Family
^-Taussig, Frank, Principles of Economics
Thompson, C. M.
,
High School Economics
---Thompson, C. If • « Elementary Economics
VanCleef , This Business World
VanMetre
,
Economic History of the United States
VanTell, W. , Economic Roads for Amer ican Democracy
Wald, L., Windows on Henry Street
Wald, L. , The House on Henry Street
Weeks, L., The Other Side
Weise, F. and Retichie, The Modern Worker
*Wells, L. R«, Industrial History of the United States
Whitbeck, Durand and Whi taker, The Working World
it
•
t
1
Williamson, T. R., Reading in Economics
Williamson, T. R., Introduction to Economics
Young, Jeremiah, Citizens at Work
(<
GEOGRAPHY
-I
The Geography section of the working list
(see appendix) used in this survey lists 138 reference
books
.
Fifty-seven of the books were not found in any of the
fourteen senior high school libraries surveyed. Thirty were
found in only one of the fourteen school libraries surveyed.
Fifty-one were found in two or more of the fourteen
libraries surveyed. No one book was found in all of the
fourteen libraries.
The following list includes those books found in two
or more of the senior high school libraries surveyed. Those
books preceded by a star were found in seven or more of the
fourteen libraries.
Abstract of the United States Census
Allen, N. B., Asia
Appleton's Modern School Atlas
Bauer, Hubert A., Globes
,
Maps and Skyways
Bengston, N. A. and Ven Reyen, W. , Fundamentals of
Economic Geography
Bowman, Isaiah, The New World
Brown, N. C, The American Lumber Industry
Bulletin of the Pan-American Union
Supra
,
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Case, E. C. and Bergmark, D. R., College Geography
Chase, Stuart, Rich Land , Poor Land
Chisholm, George G. , A Handbook of Commercial Geography
Colby, Claries C. and Foster, Alice, Economic Geography
Compton 's Pictured Encyclopedia
Cressey, G. B.i China 1 s Geographical Foundations
Day, Clive, History of Commerce
Encyclopedia Br itannica
Fisher, E. F., Resources and Industries of the United States
Gaer, Joseph, Men and Trees
Glover, Katherine, America Begins Again
Goode ' s School Atlas
-xGunther , John , Ins ide Europe
Gunther, John, Inside As ia
::Guatafson, Apel F. , Conservation in the United States
Huntington, E. and Cushing, W. W., Principles of Human
Geography
Huntington, Ellsworth and Cushing, S. W., Modern Business
Geography
James, Preston E. , Latin America
Jones, C. F. and Darkenwald, G. G., Economic Geography
National Geographic Magazine
New York World Telegram, The World Almanac
pack, C. F. and Gill, T., Eorests and Mankind
1I
Parkard, L . 0., Sinnott, C. P. and Overton, B., The Nation
at work
Paullin, Charles, Atlas of Historical Geography
Raisz, Erwin, Atlas of Global Geography
Renner, George T., The Air We Live In
Smith, J. Russell, Men and Resources
Smith, J. R. and Phillips, M. 0., North America
Smith, J. Russell, Commerce and Industry
Smith, J. Russell, Industrial and Commercial Geography
Smith, J. Russell, North America
Smith, J. Russell, The World 1 s Food Resources
Staples, Z. C. and York, G. IS., Economic Geography
Stefanson, V., My_ Life With t he Eskimo
Toothaker, Charles R., Commercial Raw Materials
Travel, Travel
,
New York
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Agr icultural Statistics
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Yearbook of Agriculture
U. S. Department of Commerce, Commerce Yearbook
U. S. Department of Commerce, Statistical Abstract of the
United States
Van Hise, C. and Havemeyer, L., Conservation of Our Natural
Resources
Whitbeck, R. H., Industrial Geography
(i
The graph (on the following page) shows the dist
bution of Geography books in the fourteen high school
libraries surveyed.
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The same working list was used in surveying fourteen
town libraries.
Fourteen of the 138 books were not found in any of
the town libraries. Twenty-five were found in only one of
the town libraries. Ninety-nine were found in two or more
of the town libraries, but no one was found in all of the
fourteen libraries. Seven of the 138 books were not found
in either a high school or a town library of those fourteen
surveyed
.
The following list is the books found in two or more
of the fourteen town libraries. The books preceded by a
star were found in seven or more of the fourteen libraries.
Abstract of the United States Census
Allen, N. B., Asia
Allen, N. B., Our Cereal Grains
Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social
Science
Appleton' s Modern School Atlas
Asia Magazine
Baer, Marian E • , Pandora 1 s Box: Story of Conservation
Beuer, Hubert A., Globes
,
Maps and Skyways
Blanchard, Raoul and Todd, M., Geography of France
Blanchard, W. 0. and Visher, S. S., Economic Geography
of Europe
I
Bogardus, J. F.
,
Europe
Bowman, Isaiah, The New T,7or Id
Canada Yearbook
Carpenter, F. t*. New Geographical Reader
K-Chase, Stuart, Rich Land , Poor Land
-Chase, Stuart, The Road We Are Traveling
Chisholm, George G. , Handbook of Commercial Geography
Clark, V. B., Europe , A Geographical Reader
Colby, Charles C. and Foster, Alice, Economic Geography
Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia
Copeland, E. B., Rice
Cressey, G. B., China ' s Geographical Foundations
Day, Clive, History of Commerce
DuPuy, William A., The Nation 1 s Forests
Economic Geography, Clark University
Emery, Brooks, The Strategy of Raw Materials
-^Encyclopedia Britannica
Fairgrieve, James, Geography and Worl d Power
Finch, V. C. and Trewartha, G. T., Elements of Geography
Finch, V. C. and Trewartha, G. T., and Shearer, M. H.,
The Earth and Its Resources
Fisher, E. F. , Resources and Industries of the United State s
Foreign Affairs, Council on Foreign Relations, Inc.
Furnas, Clifford C, The Storehouse of Civilization
I
Gaer, Joseph, Men and Trees
Geographical Review, American Geographical Society
-"-Goode's School Atlas
-Gunther, John, Ins ide Asia
Gunther, John, Inside Europe
Gustafson, Apel F
.
, Conservation in the United States
-: Huntington, E. and Cushing,W. W., Principles of Human
Geography
Huntington, Ellsworth, Asia
Huntington, Ellsworth, and Cushing, S. W., Modern Bus iness
Geography
Huntington, E
.
, Civilization and Climate
Huntibgton, Ellsworth, Williams, F. E. and VanValkenburg, S.,
Economic and Social Geography
II in, Max, New Russia ' s Pr imer
James, Preston E., Lat in America
Jones, Clarence F. , Commerce of South America
Jones, Clarence F., South America
Jones, Clarence F. and Darkenwald, G. G. , Economic Geography
Journal of Geography
Keir, Malcolm, Industries of America
King, Franklin H. , Farmers of Forty Centuries
League of Nations, Statistical Yearbook
Lord, Russel, R., Behold Our Land
t * • «
I
Miller, G. J. and Parkins, A. E. , Geography of North
America
National Geographic Magazine
New York World Telegram, World Almanac
Oxford Advanced Atlas
Packard, L» 0., Sinott, C. P. and Overton, B . , Nations at
Work
Parkins, A. E. and Whi taker, J. R. , Our Natural Resources
and Their Conservation
Paullin, Charles, Atlas of Historical Geography
peattie, Roderick, Geography in Human Destiny
Peattie, Roderick, New College Geography
Pigman, A. P., The Story of Water
Raisz, Erwin, Atlas of Global Geography
Renner, George T., The Air We Livs In
Renner, George T., Human Geography in the Air Age
Reynolds, P. K.
,
Story of the Banana
Skeat, E. G. (Mrs. E. G. Woods), The Principles of Geography
Smith, J. Russell, Commerce and Industry
Smith, J. Russell, Industrial and Commercial Geography
Smith, J. Russell, North America
Smith, J. Russell, The World 1 s Food Resources
Smith, J. Russell, Men and Resources
Smith, J. Russell and Phillips, M. 0., North America

Spykman, Nicholas J. , America's Strategy in World Politics
Statesman* s Yearbook
Stefanson, V., M£ Ljf e With the Eskimo
Toothaker , Charles R. , Commercial Raw Material s
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Agriculture Statistics
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Farmers' Bulletin
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Yearbook of Agriculture
U. S. Department of Commerce, Commerce Yearbook
U. S. Department of Commerce, Foreign Commerce Yearbook
U. S. Department of Commerce, Statistical Abstract of the
United States
U. S. Department of Commerce, Trade Information Bulletin
U. S. Department of Commerce, World Economic Review
U. S. Department of the Interior, Minerals Yearbook
U. S. Geological Survey, World Atlas of Commercial Geology
U. S. Rubber Company, Romance of Rubber
-;-Van Hise, C. R. and Havemeyer, L., Conservation of Our
Natural Resources
Vans tone, J. H., The Raw Materials of Commerce
Voskuil, W. H., Minerals in Modern Industry
Ward, Robert DeC., Climates of the United States
Webb, W. P., The Great Plains
Whitbeck, R. H., Industrial Geography
Whitbeck, R. H. and Finch, V. C, Economic Geography
t
Whitbeck, R. H« and Williams, F. Economic Geography of
South America
Zimmerman, E. W., World Resources and Industries
The following three books were the only books found
in seven or more of the school and seven or more of the
town librar ies
:
Gunther, J., Ins ide Europe
Gunther, J. , Ins ide Asia
Compton 1 s Pictured Encyclopedia
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The ^raph (on the following page) shows the distri-
but Ion of Geography hooks in the fourteen town libraries
surveyed.
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After checking the working list in the fourteen high
school libraries and the fourteen town libraries, an
additional list. of geography reference books was compiled.
This list is composed of the reference books that the
various school libraries contained that were not on the work-
ing list. Of the list, only the ten starred books appeared
in two or more of the libraries and no one book appeared in
more than eight of the libraries. The starred books
appeared in seven of the fourteen libraries.
Abrams, A. W. and Thurston, C. L., World Geography
Adams, C. C, Commercial Geography
Adams, Cyrus C, An Elementary Commercial Geography
Allen, N. B., Europe
Allen, N. B., North American Geographical and Industrial
Studies
Allen, N. B., United States
Atwood, W. W. , Our Economic World
Atwood, Wallace W., United States in the Western World
Atwood, Wallace W., The World at Work
Barton, B., American Nation
Beery, P. G. , Stuff
Bogart, E.
,
Mpdeim Industry
Book of Knowledge

Bradley, J. .World Geography
Brigham, Albert p., Essentials of Geography
Brigham, A. P., Economic Geography
Brigham, A. P., Commercial Geography
Brigham, A. P., Perry Commercial Geography
Br itannica World Atlas
Brodby, John H., World Geography
Brown, Ralph, Historical Geography of United States
Bruese, R.,Your Forests
Brussner, Ayres, Our Use of the Land
Buell, A. L.j Poland , Key to Europe
Byrd, Richard E., Little America
Ca 1 ver
, H . ,Book of Old Ships
Canter, C. C. and Brentnall, H. C, Men the World Over
Carlson, F. A., Geography of Latin Amer ica
Carpenter, E. G., How the World is Clothed
Ca s e , E
.
, Modern World Geography
Cassner, M. B. and Peattie, R. , Exploring Geography
"Chamberlain, J. B., Air Age Geography and Society
-"Chamberland
, J. B., Geography
Clark, If., Paris
Clewell, Gladys D., Lands and People
Collier, P. F. and Sons, Collier 's World Atlas
^-Commercial and Library Atlas of the World

Cressey, C. B., As ia ' s Lands and People
Crissey, F. , The Story of Foods
Darkenwold, G. P., Economic Geography
Davis, D. , Earth and Man
-"-Dryer, C. R., High School Geography
Durand
,
e .
.
Amer i can Industries
Eaton, J.
,
Behind the Show Windows
Englihanelt, Nicholas L., Toward New Frontiers of Our
Global World
Fanning, L, Qur Oil Resources
Farr, Ralph S., Engeln, Oscar D., New Physical Geography
Field, K., Story of the Atlantic Telegraph
Floherty , J.
,
Flowing Gold
For man, S. , Rise of American Commerce
Fraser , C .
,
Story of Aircraft
Freeman, W. G., World's Commercial Products
Gaer, J., Consumer 1 s All
Gilbert, A. W., Food Supply of New England
Gilf illian, S.
, inventing the Ship
Greene, Homer, Coal and Coal Mines
Grosvernon, Gilbert, Scenes from Every Land
Guyot, Arnold, The Earth and Man
Halliburton, Richard, New Worlds to Conquer
Halliburton, R., Second Book of Marvels
Halliburton, R. , Book of Marvels

Hammond 1 s New World Atlas
Harlow, A., Steelways of New England
Hazen, A., Clean Water and How to Get It
Herbertson, A. J., Man and His Work
Herri ck, L., History of Commerce and Industry
Holmes, Burton, Travel Stories
Hoppe, R. 0., London
Hotchkiss, C. W. , Minerals of Might
Hotchkiss, C W«, Representative Cities of the United
States
Hubbard, George D., Geography of Europe
Johnson, F. R., Elements of Transportation
Johnson Irving, Round the Horn in a Square Rigger
Johnston, H. M., The World of Today
Keir, M.
,
Manufacturing
Keller, A., Commercial and Industrial Geography
Lands and Peo pies Series
Lane , C . D. , What You Should Know About the Merchan t Marine
^Lawrence, C. H, , New World Horizons
Leyson, B. W. , American Wings
Lisle, Cm, Hobnails and Heather
Magoun, F. A., History of Aircraft
Martin, E. and Cooper, P., The United States at Work
May, s. B., M£ Neighbor Mexico
McVey, F. L., Modern Industrialism

Meyer, B. H., History of Transportation
Mill, H. R., The International Geography by Seventy
Authors
Mitchell, L. S., Mv_ Country 'Tis of Thee
Moir, John, Our National Parks
Neda, J., Farm Annals
Newbegen, K. J., New Regional Geography
New Internat ional Atlas
Newland, H. 0., The Romance of Modern Commerce
Osgodd, E. L., History of Industry
Oxley, J. N. , Romance of Commerce
Parkard, L. 0. and Sinnote, C. P., Nations as Neighbors
Perry, G. S., Cities of America
*Perry, J., Fish Production
Perry
, J • , Forestry and Lumber ing
Pitkin, W.
,
Seeing American Mills and Factories
Pratt, F., Navy Has Wings
Quinn, V., Picture Map Geography of United States
Quinn, V., Picture Map Geography of South Amer ica
Rand-McNally Road Atlas of the U. S. , Canada and Mexico
Rand-McNally Commercial Atlas
Redway, J. w. , New Basis of Geography
Redway, J. W., Commercial Geography
Reed, W. N., America 1 s Treasure
iI
1
Renner, G. T., Global Geography
Rette, Carl, Comparative Geography
Riggley, Douglas C, Influence of Geography on Our
Economic Resources
Rocheleau, F., Manufactures
Rocheleau, F. , Products of the Soil
Rocheleau, F., Transportation
Salisbury , 11. , Modern Geography for High School
Seaver, C.H., Industry in Amer ica
-*Sra i th , J. R
.
, Men and Resources
Smith, J. R.
,
Story of Iron and Steel
Starr, E. , From Trail Dust to Star Dust
Stiles, Kent B., Geography and Stamps
Stoddard, John L.> John L. Stoddard Lectures
Stull, D
.
, Our World Today
Surdace,T., Story of Sugar
Tappan, Eva M.
,
England
,
Scotland
,
Ireland
,
and Wales
Tappan, Eva M. , The United States
Tappan, Eva M. , Canada , South Amer ica , and Mexico
Tappan, Eva M. , England
Tappan, Eva M., Norway , Sweden , Denmark , the Poles
Tappan, Eva M. , Germany , Netherlands , Switzerland
Tappan, Eva M. , Russia , Austria , Balkans , Turkey
Tappan, Eva M., India , Persia , Mesopotamia , Palestine

Tappan, Eva M.
,
Italy
,
France
,
Spain
,
Portugal
Greece and Rome
Egypt
,
Africa
,
Arabia
China, Japan , and the Islands of the
Pacif ic
Tarr, R. S., Complete Geography
Tarr, R. S., New Physical Geography
Thompson, r., Short History of American Railroad
Tomlinson, H. M., Out of Soudings
Tower, W. S., The Story of Oil
Thralls, Z. A., World , Its Land of Peoples
Trotter, S., Geography of Commerce
U. S. Navy Bureau of Aeronautics, Air Navigation
frUnstead, J. F. and Taylor, E. G., General and Regional
Geography
#VanLoon, H., VanLoon's Geography
VanLoon, H., Story of the World We Live In
Villiers, A., Sea in Ships
Webster, W. C., General History of Commerce
Welles, Sumner, Intelligent American Guide to Peace
Whitbeck, R. H., Industrial Geography

PROBLEMS OF DEMOCRACY
Ih
The Problems of Democracy section of the working list
(see appendix) used in this survey contains sixty-eight
reference books. ^"
Sixteen of these books were not found in any of the
fourteen high schools surveyed. Fifteen of these books were
found in only one of the fourteen high school libraries
surveyed
.
Thirty-seven of these books were found in two or more
of the high school libraries. No one book was found in all
fourteen high school libraries. The following list includes
those books found in two or more of the high school libraries
surveyed. Those books preceded by a star were found in more
than seven of the libraries.
Adams, H. C, Descr ipt ion of Industry
Atkins, W. E. and Wubnig, A., Our Economic World
-"Beard, C. A., American Government and Politics
*Beck, J. A., The Constitution of the United States
Bogart, E. L., Economic History of the United States
Bok, E. W., The Americanization of Edward Bok
Brainard, D. S. and Sellany, L. D., Problems of Our Times
Bryce, J., The American Commonwealth
-^Chase, S., Rich Land , Poor Land
Chase, s., The Economy of Abundance
Supra
,
Chapter I, p. 10.
139
i
140
Chase, S., Government in Business
Chase, S., The Tragedy of Waste
Chase, S.,and Schlink, F. J. , Your Money 1 s Worth
Ellwood, C. A., Social Problems and Sociology
Fairchild, F • R., Essentials of Economics
Faulkner, H. V. and Keener, T., America , Its History and
Fay, C. R. and Bagley, W. C, Jr., Elements of Economics
Gavian, R. W.
,
Gray, A. A. and Groves, E. R., Our Changing
Social Order
xHaskin, F. J., American Government Today
Kent, F. R., The Great Game of_ Politics
Lawes , L . E
. ,
Twenty Thousand Years in Sing Sing
Lippman, W. , Publ ic Opinion
Lynd , R . S . and Lynd , H . M
.
, Middletown in Transition
MacDonald, A., American Government and Politics
Munro, W. B., Current Problems in Citizenship
Munro, W« B« , Government of American Cities
Ross, B. A., Civic Sociology
Shideler, E., Group Life and Social Problems
Steffins, L.
,
Autobiography
Towne
, E • T
.
,
Social Problems
t Walker, E. I., Beach, W. G. and Jamison, 0. G., Democracy and
People
Social Change
<t
Wall is, G. A. and Wall is, W. D., Our Social World
White, L. D., The City Manager
Woods, W. D., The Story of Uncle Sam ' s Money
Woodward, D. B. and Rose,M. A., A Primer of Money
Young, J. T., The New American Government and Its Work

o The ^raph ( on the following page) shows the distri-
bution of Problems Of Democracy books in the fourteen
hl^h school libraries surveyed.
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The same working list was used in surveying fourteen
town libraries.
Three of these books were not found in any of the
fourteen town libraries surveyed. Twelve of these books were
found in only one of the fourteen town libraries surveyed.
Fifty-three of these books were found in two or more
of the fourteen town libraries surveyed. No one book was
found in all fourteen town libraries. The following lists
include those books found in two or more of the town libra-
ries. The books preceded by a star were found in seven or
more of the libraries.
Arnold, J. E., Problems in American Life
-x-Beard, C. A., American Government and Politics
~'*Beck, J« M. , The Constitution of the United States
*Beers, C. W., A Mind That Found Itself
Bo gar t, E. L., Economic History of the Amer ican People
*Bok, E . W. , The Americanization of Edward Bok
Brainard, D. S. and Zellany, L . D., Problems of Our
Times
*Bryce, J. , The American Commonwealth
-"-Chase, S., Rich Land , Poor Land
---Chase, S., The Economy of Abundance
-«-Chase, S., Government in Business
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Chase, S., The Economy of Abundance
Chase, S., The Tragedy of Was te
Chase, S. and Schlink, F. S., Your Money ' s Worth
Childs, M. W., Sweden , The Middle Way
Douglas, P. H., Social Security in the United States
Eaton, A. H., Immigrant Gifts to American Life
Epstein, A., Insecurity , A Challenge to America
Fairchild, F. R. , Essentials of Economics
---Faulkner, H« V. and Kepner, T., America
,
Its History and
People
Fay, C. R . and Bagley, W. C, Jr., Elements of Economics
"Fowler, B«i Consumer Cooperatives in America
-*Gavian, R. W., Gray, A. A. and Groves, E. R., Our Changing
Social Order
Glveck, S. and Glveck, E., Preventing Crimes - 500 Cr iminal
Careers
•K-Haskin, F. J., American Government Today
KHowe, F. C, Denmark
,
The Cooperative Way
Irwin, W.
,
Propaganda and the News
Janzen, C. C. and Stephenson, W., Everyday Economics
-"-Kent , F . R
.
, The Great Game of Politics
Kneier, C. Iff., City Government in the United States
--'Lawes, L. E
. ,
Twenty Thousand Years in Sing Sing
Levens, Iff* and Others, America 1 s Capacity to Consume
((
Lewis, H. M. f City Planning , Why and How
Lippman, W., Public Opinion
Lumley, F. E., The Propaganda Menace
Lynd, R. S. and Bode, B. G., Ourselves and the World
Lynd, R. S. and Lynd, H. M., Middletown : In Trans ition
McBain, H. L., The Living Constitution
MacDonald, A., American Government and Politics
Merriam, C. E« and Gosnell, H. F., The American System
Mowrer, E. R,, The Family, Its Organization and
Disorganization
frMunro, D« W., Government of American Cities
Nourse, E. G. and Others, America »s Capacity to Produce
Reeves, E., The Anatomy of Peace
Shideler, E., Group Life and Social problems
a-Steffins, L., Autobiography
Towne, E . T., Social problems
Walker, E . E., Beach, W. G. and Jamison, 0. G., Democracy
and Social Change
Wallis, G. A. and Wallis, W. D. f Our Social World
Watkins, G. S. and Dodd, P. A., Labor Problems
Weise, K« J., and Re ticker, R. , The Modern Worker
Woods, W. D., The Story of Uncle Sam 1 s Money
Woodward, D. B. and Rose, M. A., A Pr imer of Money
i*
The ~r?.ph ( 0n the following pase ) shows the distri-
bution of Probl3!ns Of Democracy books in the fourteen town
libraries surveyed'.
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The following four books were found in seven or more
of both the town and high school libraries:
Beard, C. A., American Government and Politics
Beck, J. M., The Constituti on of the United States
Chase, S., Rich Land, poor Land
Haskin, F. J., American Government Today
After checking the working list in the fourteen high
school libraries and in the fourteen town libraries, an
additional list of Problems of Democracy reference books
was compiled. This list is comprised of the reference books
that the various school libraries contained other than those
on the working list. Those books preceded by a star appeared
in two of the fourteen school libraries.
Adamic, L. , My_ Native Land
-*Agar
, H
.
, The People' s Choice
Andrews, J. B., Labor Problems and Labor Legislat ion
Arnold, J. J. , Problems in American Lif
e
---Ashley, R. , American Government
Awhington, G. J., Your Country and Mine
Bacheller, I. A., A Man for the Ages
Barch, H. R. and Patterson, S. H., American Social
Problems
Bartlett, W. H., Facts I Ought to Know About the
Government of My Country
<«
-'Beard, C. A., American Citizenship
-xBeard, c. A., American Government and Politics
Blaick and Baumgartner , The Challenge of Democracy
Bloom, S. , The Story of the Constitution
Bok, E., The Americanization of Edward Bok
Boutwell, W. , America Prepares for Tomorrow
Bradford, E . S., Communism Government in American Cities
Bryce, J. , American Commonwealth
Butch, Problems of American Democracy
Chi Ids, If. '.v., This is Democracy
Clark, F.G. How We Live
Claud, A. J., Our Constitution
Condelifee, J. 3., Agenda for a Post War World
Coyle and Evans, Our American Heritage
Craf , J. R., Survey of the American Economy
Daugherty, C. R
.
, Labor Problems in American Industry
Dean, F. M. , and Others, New Governments in Europe
Dennison, F . J. , Ward 8
DeKonei, R
.
, primer of Citizenship
Dewey, National Problems
Dolivet, L., United States
Dondinian, E., Civics in American Life
Duggan, S. P. H., The League of Nations
Dunn
, A . 7/
.
, The Community and the Citizen
Forman, J. E
.
, Essentials in City Government
5
Garner, J.W., Government in the United States
Bavain, R. W., Our Changing Social Order
Giles, F. K«j Vocat ional Civics
Goslin, Stone and Gaskin, Amer ican Democracy Today and
Tomorrow
Greenan, J. J. and Kerrideth, A. B., Everyday Problems of
American Democracy
Guitteau, W. B., Government and Pol itjcs in the United States
Guitteau, W. B., Our Government Today
Guitteau, 7/. B., Preparing for Citizenship
Guerber, H. A., Myths of Greece and Rome
Hadley, A. T., Relations Between Freedom and Responsibility
Hammond, B. and Others, The Federal Reserve System
Harley, F. C., Key to the Constitution of the United States
Hart, G. Actual Government
Hawe, F.C, Modern City and Its Problems
Hepner, W. R. , Good Citizenship
Herzberg, M. J., Myths and Their Meaning (Reading in Communi -
Hill, Readings in Community Life
Huberman, L., We the People
Hughes, R. A., Community civics
Hughes, R. A., Problems of Amer ican Democracy
Hughes, R. A., Today ' s Problems
Hutton, B., Story of Stars and Stripes
Hoover, H. and Gibson, Hugh, Problems of Lasting Peage
r(
I - , , 4 if "
Hoover, H.» Challenge to Liberty
Howe, F. C, Modern City and Its Problems
Hynd , A . C
. ,
Passport to Treason
Jacobson, D.H., The American Way
Jacks, L. , Constructive Citizenship
James, J. A. and Sanford, A. H., Our G-overnment
Jenks, J., We and Our Government
Johnson, E. A., Amer ica Unlimited
Johnson, J., Compulsory Federal Arbitration
Kidger, H., Problems of Amer ican Democracy
Kinnerman, Brov/ne and Ellwood, The Amer ican Citizen
Kinnerman, J. A. and Ellwood, R. S., Living With Others
Knight, A., We, The Guardian of Our Liberty
Lauch, W. J., political and Industrial Democracy
Lysing, H», Men Against Crime
-*Magruder, F. A., -American Government
Magruder, F. A., National Government and International
Relations
Mallory, W. W., Political Handbook of the World
Marsh, D. L., The American Cannon
Mccall, S. W., The Liberty of Citizenship
Miller, H. M.
,
Lobbying in Congress
Morehouse and Graham, American Pr obi ems
Moore, C. B., Our Amer ican Citizenship
I
Mower , E . C
.
,
International Government
Munro, W. B., Current Problems in Citizenship
Munro, W. B., Amer ican Government Today
Munro, W. B., The Government of American Cities
Myers, G. , America Strikes Back
O'Rourke, L.J., You and Your Community
pavkhill, W., The Constitution Explained
peterman, A. L», Elements of Civil Government
Petrie, Sir Charles, Story of Government
Reed, K • , Towards a Better World
*Rugg, H., Changing Government and Changing Culture
Rugg, H., Citizenship and Civic Affairs
Rugg and Kruger, Communities of Men
Sabin, F. E., Myths That Live Today
Showman, R. K. and Judson, L. S., The Monroe Doctrine
Smith and Zurcher, A Dictionary of American Politics
Smith, D. V., Social Learning
Speenot, H. and Ryan, F., Foundations of American
Government
Speare, M. E. and Norris, W. B., Vital Forces in Current
Events
Spencer and Burns , Youth Goes to War
Spindt, R. F., The Foundations of American Government
I
Stead, W. T., The Amer icaniza tion of the World
Tappan, E. H*> The Story of Our Constitution
Walker and Kinsey, Our National Constitution
Walker, B. A., Democracy and Social Policy
West, W. If • t American Democracy
Willard, C. D«, City Government
Wilson, W. , The State
Wise, T. W., Our Bill of Rights
Wolf, F. E., Leadership in a New Age
Woodburn, J. A., and Moran, T. F . , American History and
Government
i
SOCIOLOGY
<
The Sociology section of the working list
(see appendix) used in this survey lists one hundred and
eleven reference books.
Forty-five of these books were not found in any of the
town libraries surveyed. No one book was found in all of the
fourteen town libraries. Twenty-six were found in only one
of the fourteen town libraries. Thirty-four were found in
two or more of the town libraries.
The following is the list of books found in two or
more of the fourteen libraries. In the following list the
books preceded by a star were found in seven or more of the
libraries
.
Arnold, J. I. , Problems in American Life
Boas, F. , General Anthropology
Brawley, R. G., social Short History of the Negro
Cooley, C. H., Social Organization
Douglas, p. H., Social Security in the United States
DuBois, W. E., The Negro
DuBois, 7/. E • , The Soul of the Black Folk
Embree, E« E., Brown America
Emerson, H., Alcohol and Man
Fairchild, H. F., Immigration
Forman, H. H. , Our Movie -Made Children
Gavain, R. W. , Our Changing Social Order
155
<t
Gavain, R. W.
,
Society Faces the Future
Greenan, J. T., and Meredith, A. B., Everyday Problems in
American Democracy
Groves, E. R., An Introduct ion to Sociology
•--Groves, E. R., Personal ity and Social Adjustment
Groves, E. R., Social Problems of the Family
Haynes, F. E«, Cr iminology
Keller, H., M£ Life Story
Kolb, J. H. and Brunner , E • , A Study of Rural Society
Lane, H« and Steegmuller, F., America on Rel ief
Landis, P. M. and Land is, J. T., Social Living
:r-Lawes
, L. E., Twenty Thousand Years in Sing Sing
Lumley, F. E. and Boyd, H., Ourselves and the World
-Lynd , R . S . and Lynd , H . U* t Middletown
-Magruder, F. A., American Government: A Cons ideratjon of
the problems of Democracy
Munford, L.> The Culture of Cities
Ogburn, W. F. and Nimkof, M. , Sociology
Osborn, H. F., Men of the Old Stone Age
Scheinfeld, A., You and Heredity
Tome, E. T., Social Problems
Walker, E. E., Beach, W. G. and Jamison, D. B., American
Democracy and Social Change
Young , K
.
, An Introductory to Sociology
Young, K. , source Eook for Sociology

Only one book, Magruder, F., American Government :
A Cons iderat ion of the Problems of Democracy
,
appeared in
seven or more of the high schools and seven or more of the
public libraries.
After checking the working list in the fourteen high
school libraries and in the fourteen public libraries, an
additional list of Sociology reference books was compiled.
This list is composed of the reference books that the various
school libraries contained that were not on the working list.
Books starred appear in two or more of the high school
libraries. No one book appeared in more than three of the
high school libraries.
Abbot, L. , The Rights of Man
Adams, K • C, Labor Problems
-::-Addams, Jane, Twenty Years at Hull House
Agar , Time f or Greatness
Andrews, J. M., Tomorrow in the Making
Andrews, M. P., Social Planning by Frontier Thinkers
Arnols, J. F., Challenges to American Youth
Austin, iff.
,
They Who Knock at Our Gates
Bacon, F. L., Our Life Today
Barnes and Dail, American Life and Problems
Bascom, J. , Sscial Theory , A Grouping of Social Facts and
Principles
•*Beard, C., Future Comes
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Beard, C Nature of the Social Sciences
Becker, D., Negro In American Life
t Blackmer, F. , Outl ine of Sociology
Bode, C., Society and Its Problems
Brooks, J. G. , Social Unrest
Brown, L», How Odd of God
Burch, H. R. and Patterson, S. H., Amer ican Social Problems
Butch, A., American Social Progress
Carlson, R
.
, Under Cover
Carlton, J., His tor ic American Problems
Carver, T. N. and Hall, H. B., Human Relations
Cladd, E. , The Story of Primitive Man
Clark, J. , Labor Movement in Amer ica
•"-Cole, w. E. and Montgomery, C. S., Sociology for Schools
Comank, J.
,
Industrial History of the United States
Davis, D. , Get Together Amer ica
Davis, J., Readings in Sociology
Davis, P., Field of Social Service
Dawson, I., Introduction to Sociology
Dixon, R. B«» The Racial History of Man
Duncan, H.
,
Backgrounds for Sociology
Eastman, D. A., The Indian Today
Fairchild, H Elements of Social Science
Fames, J. C • > How America Lives
Faulkner, D Labor in America

Finney, R. L
. ,
Elementary So ciology
Gillette, J. M. , Construction in Rural Society
Gillian, J. and Blackman, F. , Outlines of Sociology
Gillin, 0., Outlines of Sociology
*Glueck, S., Juvenile Delinquents Grow Up
Gollorab, A., Armies of Spies
Griffin, A., Freedom Amer ican Style
'Gunther, J., Inside U. S . A
.
Hathaway, I., Partners in Progress
Haynes, F. E., Social Politics
Herri ck, 0., This 7/ay to Unity
Hilton, E., Problems and Values of Today
Hodgson, J. J. , Reference Shelf
Hoover, H., Problems of a Lasting Peage
Janks
, J.
,
Immigration Problems
Kelley, I., Foundations in Constitution
Keohane, ST. P., Exploring Your Community
King, G., Our Community Life
King, G., Social Redemption
Kinnesman, J. A. and Ellwood, R. S., Living VTith Others
Landis, P. H., Our Changing Society
Lapp, J. A., Pract ical Socia l Science
*-Lippman, W., The Good Society
-*Locke, A. and Stern, B. J., When Peoples Meet

Lundquist, G. A., Principles of Rural Sociology
McKown, C. C, School Clubs
"Mcwilliam^ C, Brothers Under the Skin
*-McWilliaras
, C
.
, Mask for Privilege
Mirchonse, F.
,
Graham, S., American Problems
Morehouse, J., American Problem
Nearing, S., 7/omen and Social Progress
-"-Odum , H • 0
.
,
Race and Rumors of Race
Parkins, S., Our National Resources
-"•Patterson, S. H., American Social problems
Peters, I., Free Medical Care
Peterson, J., Amer ican Labor Unions
Powdennaker, Probing Our Prejudices
---Riis, J. , Children of the Poor
*Riis, J. , How the Other Half Lives
Roosevelt, N. , A New Birth of Freedem
Rowan, R., The Pinkertons
Sayles, IT. B., Substitute Parents
Shepard, J., Food or Famine
Spencer, H. , The Study of Sociology
Snedder, D. and Snedder Co., Basic Social Science
Steiner, E.
,
Immigration Tide
Stevenson, A. S., Child Guidance Clinics
Sutherland, E. H. f Principles of Criminology

Thurston, D., Concerning Juvenile Delinquency
Towne, E
.
,
Social Problems
Towne , E . T
.
, Social Problems
Wald, L
.
, The House on Henry Street
Wallis, D. W., Readings in Sociology
Wall is and Wallis, Our Social World
Ward, E. T., Social Center
Williams, W.
,
Full -up and Fed-up
Williamson, D., Problems in American Democracy
Williamson, T. R. and Wasley, E. A., Principles of Social
Science
Wilson, W. H., The Evolution of the County Community
Wise, G.
,
Springfield Plan
*Woodson, C, The Negro on History

The graph (on the following page) shows the dis
bution of sociology books in the fourteen high school
libraries surveyed.
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The graph (on the following page) shows the distri-
bution of sociology books in the fourteen town libraries
surveyed.
I
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The Sociology section of the working list
(see appendix) used in this survey lists one hundred and
eleven reference books.
^
Forty of these books were not found in any of the
fourteen Mgh schools surveyed. Thirty-two were found in
only one of the fourteen high school libraries. No one book
was found in all fourteen high school libraries. Thirty-nine
were found in two or more of the high school libraries.
The following is a list of books found in two or more
of the fourteen libraries. In the following list, the books
preceded by a star were found in seven or more of the
1 ibraries
.
Anderson, N. , Men on the Move
Arnold, J. I., problems in American Llf
e
Eeach, W. G. and Walker, E. E
.
, Social Problems and
Social Welfare
Bossard, J. H., Social Change and Social Problems
Brawley, G . G., Social Short History of the American
Negro
Douglas, P. H., Social Security in the United States
DuBois, W.E.B., The Negro
DuBois, W.E.B., The Soul of the Black Folk
Supra Chapter I, p. 10.

Eldridge, Saba and Clark, H. T., Major problems of
Democracy
Ellwood, C. A», Social Problems and Sociology
Emerson, Haven, Alcohol and Man
Fairchild, H. F., Immigration
Forman, H. H., Our Movie -Made Children
Gavian, R. W., Society Faces the Future
Gillin, J. L. and Gillin, J. P., An Introduction to
Sociology
Goddard, H. H. , The Kallikak Family
Greenan, J. T. and Meredith, A. B., Everyday Problems in
American Democracy
Groves, E. R
. ,
Personality and Social Adjustment
Haynes, F. E., Criminology
Hughes, R. 0., Problems of American Democracy
Johnsoin, C. , The Negro in Amer ican Civil ization
Keller, H., My_ Life Story
Landis, P. G. and Landis, J. T., Social Living
Lawes, L. E.
,
Twenty Thousand Years in Sing Sing
Lynd, R. s. and Lynd, H. M. , Middletown
*Magruder, F.
,
American Government : A Consideration of the
Problems of Democracy
Marshall, L . C, Readings in the Story of Human Progress
Mumford, L. , The Culture of Cities
I
Nimkoff, If., The Family
Ogburn, W. F. and Nimkoff, Meyer, Sociology
Osborn, H. F., Men of the Old Stone Age
Ross, £ . A., Civic Sociology
Scheinfeld, A., You and Heredity
Thrasker, F., The Gang
Towne , E . T
.
, Social Problems
Wall is, w. D. and Willis, G . A., Our Social World
Young, Kimball, An Introductory Sooiology

FINDINGS
The following is a complete breakdown of the
work in the preceding chapter. The intent here is to
show in relation to the total number of textbooks
(nine hundred and ninety-five) how many are available
or not, as the case may be, and in just how many
libraries
•
Table number I (on following page) indicates the
total number and extent of availability of reference
books in the high school and junior high school.
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Table number II (on following page) indicates the
total number and extent of availability of the reference
books in the town libraries*
1
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The results of the additional list made in each
field of our study produced a total of 1,239 reference
books. Of this number 158 were found in two or more
libraries but no one book was found in more than five
libraries
•

CHAPTER IV,
CONCLUSIONS MD RECOMMENDATIONS

CONCLUSIONS
Books are not found in school libraries
A check of Chart I on page shows that the
vast majority of the 995 reference books on the working
list are not available in the twenty-one schools checked.
The same chart shows that 272 are not found in any
library, 212 were found in only one, and 149 were found
in only two. In other words, approximately two-thirds of
the supplementary books most commonly mentioned in social
studies textbooks can only be found in less than ten
percent of the school libraries.
More books found in public libraries
A check of Chart II on page shows the books
on the working Jist are more easily obtained in public
libraries than in the schools. However, the chart shows
that even here the availability could not be classified
as effective. More than half the books can only be found
in less than a third of the public libraries.
Selection of reference books
The facts presented in the two previous paragraphs
substantiate the conclusions reached by the writers of
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the cooperative studies of 1947 and 1948 that there
should be more agreement by textbook writers on the
selection of reference books.
No agreement among school libraries
The additional list as worked up by this study
shows a further interesting point. The additional list
results compared with the working list reveals that out
of twenty-one schools, 1239 books were found. Of this
number, only 158 books were found in two or more of the
libraries, and no one book was found in more than five of
them. This shows that there is very little agreement
among schools and librarians as to the content of a good
social studies library. The books suggested by the
textbook writers are not as a general rule available and
the libraries independently use no system in choosing
reference books for their libraries.
The authors do not here presume to suggest
standardization or complete uniformity, however it does
appear that there should be a certain amount of agreement
with regard to the reference books in the social studies.
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LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY
Anonymity of school systems
It would be helpful to name the towns surveyed
in this study, hut, in several instances, school administra-
tors requested their systems remain anonymous. Therefore,
in order to secure their cooperation, the writers conformed
to their wishes.
Subjects not known if taught
The sections on Economics, Problems of Democracy
and sociology would be more useful if the subjects were
taught in all school systems surveyed.
Larger area should be covered
The writers realize that the greatest limitation
of their study is that it did not cover a larger area.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Full time libraries
The fight for full time libraries which are not
merely glorified classrooms and which are equipped with
well-trained librarians should be taken up by teachers
and layman alike.
A general list needed
A study should be made to set up a criteria for
the adoption of a general list of references for each of
the seven social studies surveyed in this project.
Addition of new books
A committee should be set up by the national social
studies organizations with whom publishers could consult
on the addition of new books to this list.
A national study should be undertaken
Studies similar to this conducted on a national
scale would show whether the pitiful conditions revealed
here are confined to a particular region, or, as the
present writers suspect, are to be found in all parts of
the country.
ll
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WORKING LIST
Junior High School American History
Adams, J. D» , Stonewal l
Altsheler, J. A., The Texas Scouts
Aspling, K
. ,
Semper Fidelis
Bachman, F. P., Great Inventors and Their Inventions
Barstow, C. L., Explorers and Settlers
Beard, A« E« S.| Our Foreign Born Citizens
Bennet, T. J., Barnaby Lee
Berry, F. E., Talking Around the Earth
Bishop, J. B«, T^ Roosevelt 's Letters to His Childr en
Building America Series
Chernley, M. V«, Boys ' Life of the Wright Brothers
Coatsworth, E., The Golden Horseshoe
Cody, W. F., Adventures of Buffalo Bill
Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia
Custer, E., Boots and Saddles
Daugherty, J., Daniel Boone
Davis, J., No Other White Man
Davis, R. J., Boys 1 Life of Grover Cleveland
Dix; ; B. M., Blithe McBr ide
Dix, B. M. , Soldier Rigdale
Driggs, H. R,, Pony Express Goes Through
Dyer, W. A., Sons of Liberty
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L
Earle, A. M. , Child Life in Colonial Days
Earle, A. M. , Home Life in Colonial Days
Far is, J. T., Where Our History was Made
Field, R. L«, Calice Bush
Finger, C J., Courageous Companion
Floherty, J. J. , On the Air
Garland, H., Boys 1 Life on the Prairie
Gray, E.J., Meggy Macintosh
Gray, E. J • , Perm
Grey, K., Rolling Wheels
Hagedorn, H., Boy's Life of T.Roosevelt
Hall, C. G.
,
Through by Rail
Hart, A. B., Camps and Firesides of the Revolution
Har t , A . B . , Source Book of American History
Hart, A. B. and Stevens, E. , Romance of the Civil War
Hartman, G., Machines and Men Who Made the World of
Industry
Hewes, A. D., Glory of the Seas
Hill, F. T., On the Trail of Grant and Lee
Holland, R. S«, Historic Inventions
Hylander, C. J., American Inventors
James and Marquis, The Courageous Heart
Johnston, M., To Have and to Hold
Kenton, E.| With Hearts Courageous
Knox, R. B., Gray Caps

Lamphrey, L., Days of the Discoveries
Langdon, w. C, Everyday Things in American Life
Lansing, M. , Liberators and Heroes of South America
Lindberg, C, We
Lisitsky, C, Thomas Jefferson
Meadowcroft, W. H., Boy's Life of Edison
Meeker, E. and Driggs, H. R., Ox Team Days on the Oregon
Trail
Meigs, C. L., As the Crow Flies
Moses, B», Franklin Delano Roosevelt
Moses, B., Gray Knight
Nicholay, H. Andrew Jackson , The Fighting President
Nicholay, H«, Boy ' s Life of Thomas Jefferson
Nicholay, H», Boy 1 s Life of Washington
Nicholay, H.
,
Boy's Life of IK Grant
Nicholay, H.
,
Boy ' s Life of Abraham Lincoln
Nicholay, H., Boy' s Lif e of A* Hamilton
Page, T. N., Two Little Confederates
Pageant of America Series
Peck, A. If* i Pageant of South American History
Potter, E., Christopher Columbus
Reck, F. M. , Romance of American Transportation
Riis, J., flaking of an American
Rourke, E., Davy Crockett
J%
I
I
Roxford and Carson, Constitution of Our Country.
Sandburg, C, Abe Lincoln Grows U£
Seeger, E., Pageant of Chinese History
Shaw, A. H., Story of a Pioneer
Singmaster, E. , Swords of Steel
Skinner, C D., Silent Scot
Skinner, C L., Becky Landers , Frontier Warrier
Stackpole, E. A., Smuggler's Luck
Swift, H. H., Railroad to Freedom
Tappan, £• M., Story of Our Constitution
VanMeter, T. W., Trains, jrrack and Travel
Wade, M. H. , Master Builders
Washington, B. T., U£ from Slavery.
White, S. E., Daniel Boone , Wilderness Scout
World Almanac
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WORKING LIST
Senior High School American History
Adams, A., The Lo£ of a Cowboy
Adams, H., History of United States
Adams, J. T., The Provincial Society
Adams, J. T., The Founding of New England
Adams, J. T., Our Business Civilization
Adams, J. , Familiar Letters
Adams, R. G. , History of the Foreign Policy of the United
States
Adams, T. S. and Sumner, H. L., Labor Problems
Addams, Jane, Twenty Years at Hull House
Allen, F. L-, Only Yesterday
Andrews, C. H* , Colonial Folkways
Andrews, C. M., The Fathers of New England
Arnold, J. I., Problems of American Life
Atherton, G. F., The Conqueror
Babcock, C, Rise of American Nationality
Bacheller, I., A Man for the Ages
Baker, R. S., Woodrow Wilson , Life and Letters
Baker, R. S., Woodrow Wilson , The World Settlement
Bassett, J. S«, Federalist system
i
Beard, G« A., An Economic Interpretation of the Constitu
-
tion
Beard, A • E. Our Foreign - Born Citizens
Beard, C A., Economic Origins of Jeff ersonian Democracy
Beard, C. A. and Beard, It. A., The Rise of American
Civilization
Beard, If* A. , A Short History of the American Labor
Movement
Beck, J. H. , The Constitution of the United States
Becker, C. L., The Eve of the Revolution
Beveridge, A. J. , The Life of John Marshall
Bishop, J. B., Theodore Roosevelt and His Times
Blakeslee, G. H., The Recent Foreign Policy of the United
States
Bogart, E. L»i Economic History of the United States
Bolton, H. B., The Spanish Borderlands
Bourne, E . G. » Spain in America
Eowers, C G., Jefferson and Hamilton
Bowers, C. G., Jefferson in Power
Bowers, C. G., The Party Battles of the Jackson Period
Bowers, C. G. , The Tragic Era
Brooks, G. , Dames and Daughters of the Young Republic
Bruce, H. A., Daniel Boone and the Wilderness Road
Bryce, J., The American Commonwealth

Buck, S. J., The Agrarian Crusade
Burgess, J. W., The Middle Period
Callender, G. S., Selections from the Economic History of
the United States
Carlton, F . T., History and Problems of Organized Labor
Catteral, R. C. H., The Second Bank of the United States
Chadwick, F. E • , Causes of the Civil War
Channing, E. , Jeffersonian System
Channing, E.
,
History of United States
Chapman, J. J., William Lloyd Garrison
Charnwood, G. A « B., Abraham Lincoln
Chase, S., Men and Machines
Chase, S., A New Deal
Coffin, C. L., Old Times for the Colonies
Coolidge, A. C, The United States as a World Power
Corwin, E • S., John Marshall and the Constitution
Curtis, F., The Republican party
Darrow, F. L., Masters of Science and Invention
Dewey, D., Financial History
Dodd, W. E.
,
Expansion and Conflict
Dodd, W. E., The Cotton Kingdom
Dodd, W. E • , Jefferson Davis
Dodd, V|« E. , Statesmen of the Old South
Earle, A. H«, Child Life in Colonial Days

Earle, A. M • , Home Lif e in Colonial Days
Earle, A. M» t Stage Coach and Tavern Days
Elson, H. N., History of the United States of America
Ely , R . T
.
, The Labor Movement in America
FarBand, M* , The Fathers of the Constitution
Farrand, M* , The Basis of American History
Farrand, M. , Records of the Federal Convention
Faulkner, H. R., American Economic History
Fay, B., Roosevelt and His America
Fish, C. R., The Rise of the Common Man
Fish, C. R., American Diplomacy
Fisher, S. G», The Quaker Colonies
Fiske, J. , American Revolution
Fiske, J. , old Virginia and Her Neighbors
Fite, E. D., Social and Industrial Conditions in the North
Pur ing the Civil War
Ford, (J. J., Washington and His Colleagues
Ford, H. J. i Alexander Hamilton
Forman, S. E., Rise of American Commerce and Industry
Forman, S. E«» Sidelights on Our Social and Economic
History
Foster, J. W., A Century of Amer ican Diplomacy
Franklin, B., At»tohiography

Gar is, R. L
. ,
Immigration Restriction
Garrison, G. P., Westward Expansion
Gay , S . H
.
, James Madison
Girard, J. W. , Mv_ Four Years in Germany
Gompers, S., Seventy Years of Life and Labor
Goodwin, H. W. , Dutch and English on the Hudson
Green, E. B., Provincial America
Greenan, J. T. , Readings in American Citizenship
Harding, S. B»> Select Orations
Hart, A. B., American History
Hart, A. B., Formation of the Union
Hart, A. B., The Monroe Doctrine
Hayes, C. H., A Brief History of the Great War
Hendrick, B. J
.
, Life and Letters of Walter Page
Hendrick, B. J., The Age of Business
Hill, M., Liberty Documents
Hosmer, J. H., The Outcome of the Civil War
Hosmer, J. K
.
, The History p_f the Louisiana Purchase
Hough, E
. ,
Fifty-four Forty of Right
Hough, E., The passing of the Frontier
Howard, G. E. , The Preliminaries of the Revolution
Howland, H. T., Roosevelt , His Times
Howland, L., Stephen A. Douglas
Hulbert, A. B., The paths of Inland Commerce

Hant , G
.
,
Life in Amer ica One Hundred Years Ago
Irving, W., Knickerbocker ' s History of New York
James, M«, The Raven
Jernegan, Iff. W., The Amer i can Colonies
Johnson, E. R., American Railway Transportation
Johnson, A., Jefferson and His Colleagues
Johnstown, M. , The Long Roll
Johnston, M. , The Pioneers of the Old South
Kaempffert, W., A Popular History of American Invention
Kohlsant, H. H., From McKinley to Harding
Latane, J. H., America as a World Power
Latane, J. H., and Wainhouse, D. V/., A History of American
Foreign Policy
Laut, A. C, Pathfinders of the West
Lawrence, D., Beyond the New Deal
Lodge, H. C, Alexander Hamilton
Lodge, H. C, Daniel Webster
Lodge, H- C, Life and Letters of George Cabot
Ma cDonaId, W
. ,
Documentary Source Book
MacDonald, W. , Select Documents
MacDonald, W. , The Menace of Recovery
Macy, J., The Anti -Slavery Crusade
Magruder, A. B. , John Marshall
Magruder, F. A., National Government and International
Relations
I
Malin, J. C., The United States After the World War
McCalet, W. F., Aaron Burr Conspiracy
McFee, W., How pur Government is Run
McLaughlin, A. C, Confederation and Constitution
McMaster, J. B., History of the People of the United
States
Merz, CUi The Great American Band Wagon
Millis, w. , The Martial Spirit
Milton, G. F., The Eve of Conflict
Minnigerode, Meade, Some American Ladies
Moody, J. , Masters of Capital
Moody, J., The Ra ilroad Builders
Morgan, George, The Life of James Monroe
Morgan, James, Our Presi dents
Morse, J. T., John Adams
Morse, J. T., Life of Franklin
Muzzey, D. S., Readings in American History
Muzzey, D. S., Thomas Jefferson
Nevins, Allan, The Emergence of Modern Amer ica
Nevins, Allan, Fremont
,
the West 's Greatest Adventurer
Nevins, Allan, Grover Cleveland
Nicolay, H., Our Nation in the Building
Ogg, F., The Opening of the Mississippi
0|g, F., The Old Northwest

Ogg, F., The Reign of Andrew Jackson
Ogg, F., National progress
Orth, S.» The Boss and the Machine
Orth, S.> Our Foreigners
Paine, R. D., The Fight f or a Free Sea
Paine, R. D., The Old Merchant Mar ine
Paine, A. B» t A Boy's Life of Mark Twa in
parkman, F., The Conspiracy of Pontiac
Parkman, F., The Oregon Trail
Paxson, F. L«, The Last American Frontier
Peck, H. T»i Twenty Years of The Republic
Perry, B., The American Spiri
t
in Literature
Powell, E. P., Nullification and Secession in the United
States
Pratt, J. w. , The Expansionists of 1812
pryor
, R. A., Reminiscences of Peace and War
Rhodes, J. F., History of the Civil War
Rhodes, J. F., History of the United States
Richardson, J. D., Messages and Papers of President
Washington
Riegel, R. E., America Moves West
Riis, J., How the Other Half Lives
Riis, J. A., The Making of an American
Roosevelt, T., The Winning of the West
Roosevelt, T., Autobiography
r
Root, J. C, Nathan Hale
Schlesinger, A. If*, New Viewpoints in American History
Schlesinger, A. M. , The Rise of the City
Schlesinger, A. M. and Fox, D. R., A History of American
Life
Schuyler, R. L., The Constitution of the United States
Scudder, H. E.
,
George Washington
Sears, L. M.
,
History of American Foreign Relations
Seymour, C, Woodrow Wilson and the World War
Seymour, C, The Intimate Papers of Colonel House
Shepherd, IV. R. , The Hispanic Nations of the New World
Skinner, C. L., Adventurers of Oregon
Skinner, C. L., Pioneers of the Old southwest
Slosson, E . F. , Amer ican Spirit in Education
Sparks, E. E., National Development
Sparks, E. E., The Expansion of the American People
Sparks, E. E., Men Who Made the Nation
Stanwood, E.
,
History of the Presidency
Stephenson, N. W. , Abraham Lincoln and the Union
Stephenson, N. W. , The Day of the Confederacy
Stephenson, N. W. , Texas and the Mexican War
Sullivan, M. , Our Times
Thayer, W. R. , TSe Lif e and Letters of John Hay
Thomas, D. Y. , One Hundred Years of the Monroe Doctrine

Thompson, H.
,
Age of Invention
Thwaites, R. G., France in America
Tumulty, J. P., Woodrow Wilson as I Knew Him
Turner, F. J., The Frontier in American History
Turner, F. J. , The Rise of the New West
Tyler, L. J., England in America
Tyler, M. C, Literary History of the American Revolution
Tyler, R. C, Patrick Henry
VanHise, C. R., The Conservation of Natural Resources in
the United States
VanTyne , C . H
.
, The American Revolution
VanTyne , C . H. , The causes of the Vfar of Independence
Villard, 0. G., John Brown
Wallace, H. A., Ameri ca Must Choose
Wandell, Samuel and Minnigerode, I., Aaron Burr
West, W. M., A Source Book in American History to 1787
White, W« A., Calvin Coolidge
Wildman, E • , Famous Leaders of Industry
Wilson, W.
,
History of the American People
Wilson, W.| George Washington
Wood, W. C, Elizabethan Sea Dogs
Woodburn, J. A., American Republic
Wrong, G. M., Washington and His Comrades in Arms

WORKING LIST
Civics
Adams, Thomas, Outline of Town and City Planning
Addams, Jane, Twenty Years at Hull House
Allen, B. and Briggs, M. P., Behave Yourself
Altkins, W. E. and Wubnig, A., Our Economic World
American Education Press, Unemployment Insurance
Andrews, B. F., Economics of the Household
Angell, E., Supreme Court Primer
Ant in, Mary, The Promised Land
Arnold, J. I., Problems in American Life
Banning, M. C., Letters to Susan
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